


A pleasure enjoyed only 
below the Mason-Dixon Line. 
Sweet magnolias. Moss-draped 
cypresses. Beautiful ladies. Warm 
hospitality. Like Rebel Yell, these 
things belong to the South. 
That's why Rebel Yell, with its 
mild, pleasurable, taste, is sold 
only below the Mason-Dixon Line. 
And, we intend to keep it that way. 

REBELYELL 
~GJ-h;t 93ourf:>on qf ~ ~oth. 
Stitzel-Weller Distillery • Louisville. Kentucky • 90 Proof • Kentucky Straight Bourbon 
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Many people are able to memorize 
? long I ists of items by visualizing 

one item stacked on another. 
You try this list: solid wood 

desks-movable office 
screens with wall hung 

'J) components-library shelving 
-commercial and institutional 

carpeting-movable floor to ceil

ing partitions -acoustical, 

lighting, and air handling 
cei Ii ng systems-educational case-

work-and seating for of

fices, schools and institu

tions. Got the picture? 

nitz 
INSULATION COMPANY 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

COLUMBIA GREENVILLE CHARLESTON AUGUSTA 
254-9341 288-3771 556-2840 736-8488 
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HISTORIC FLAGS OF 
EARLY UNITED ST ATES 

* • • • • • 
* * 

We are proud to offer this series of reproductions of 
flags of the Revolutionary War era. These 12 flags, 
chosen for their historical significance and attractive 
appearance, are 4x6" and complete with a 4Yz'' 
diameter gold-finish wood stand ... $8.30 . 

Consult your flag headquarters for an outstanding 
selection of historic; church, United States, state, and 
foreign flags; custom-made banners, flagpoles, and 

.. .. .. 
* * 

... ... ... 
* 

accessories. * * For more information and brochures write or call: * * 
*• ** *.., FLAGPOLES, LTD. ,. * 

-t< -t< 118 Dolphin Drive * * 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302 

(803) 579-0501 
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This 18x27 color print is executed on 
the finest paper available under exacting 
standards so that each is a faithful 
reproduction of the original. The edition 
is limited to 1,000 prints, 750 of which 
are signed and numbered ($35) with the 
remainder signed only ($25). Packing, 
shipping and insurance $2.00 each. S. C. 
residents please include 4 percent sales 
tax with your order and send to P. 0. 
Box 5596S, Hilton Head, S. C. 29928. 

"Morning" 
Announcing A New 

limited Edition 
Color Print by 
Low-Country 

Landscape 
and Seascape Artist 

Jim Palmer 

• Coligny Plaza 
Hilton Head, S. C. 

• Piccadilly Square 
Savannah, Ga. 

If you are in the Hilton Head area , be sure to see the showing of new 
works by Jim Palmer and new sculpture by Walter Palmer being shown 
in our gallery. 

readers
1

t 
com1nen s 

What ideas, opm1ons and com
ments do you have about this issue 
of your magazine? We're anxious to 
hear what you think, so this col
umn is all yours-please drop us a 
line. 

I was shocked to read in the February 
issue of Sandlapper the following state
ment in Mr. Buck Miller's assessment of 
the progress South Carolina has made in 
the cultural arts during the last fifty 
years: 

"And finally, musical composers: It 
seems we didn't have any in 1920 and 
we still don't ... South Carolina does 
not seem to have produced a topflight 
musical composer of which I am aware." 

As a native of Anderson, South Carolina I 
am writing to introduce Mr. Miller to Lily 
Strickland (Mrs. Courtenay Anderson, in 
private life). She was born in Anderson in 
1884 and died in 1958 at her home in 
Hendersonville, North Carolina. She was a 
"topflight" South Carolina composer 
who is recognized by musicians as one of 
America's leading composers. George 
Putnam Jackson wrote of her in 1923: 
"It is no exaggeration to say that Lily 
Strickland Anderson is one of the out
standing figures among contemporary 
American composers." 

Her song, Mah Lindy Lou, composed 
in 1920 is called "a little masterpiece" 
and has been sung and played the world 
over. It has been used in concert by such 
artists as Louise Homer, Galli-Curci, 
Grace Moore, Richard Crooks and James 
Melton. Other artists who have performed 
her music include John McCormick, Reed 
Mill er, John Charles Thomas, Lawrence 
Tibbett, John Richard McCrae, Burl Ives, 
Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink, Alma 
Gluck, Rosa Ponsell, Paul Robeson, Lily 
Pons, Gladys Swarthout, and Ruth St. 
Denis. 

As recently as 1970 Ann Whitworth 
Howe of Summerville and professor of 
music at Baptist College at Charleston 
wrote her doctoral dissertation on Lily 
Strickland. The title of the condensed 
version published by the Tricentennial 
Commission in booklet form is Lily 
Strickland, South Carolina's Gift to 
American Music. In it the author gives the 
first and only complete catalogue of the 
composer's works and states: "At the 

Sandlapper 



time of her death in 1958, 37 music 
publishing companies had featured 395 of 
her compositions- songs, piano works, 
instrumental suites, oratorios, operettas, 
cantatas, anthems, and choral ensembles, 
as well as music composed for the Zieg
feld Follies and for such groups as the 
Denishawn Dancers." 

Lily Strickland lies buried with her 
ancestors in Anderson, and at her request 
these words are inscribed on her grave
stone : "He Put a Song in My Heart." 

Considering the foregoing verifiable 
facts, it is apparent that neither Mr . 
Mencken in 1920 nor Mr. Miller in 1974 
(who admits to "having drifted into the 
field of criticism") did his homework 
prior to making his assessment of South
ern composers. As Shakespeare so aptly 
puts it : "There is no darkness save igno
rance." 

Mrs. David J. Watson (Lucile) 
Clemson, South Carolina 

Dr. Henry Lumpkin, who wrote "The 
Lady and The Moose" for the December 
7 973 Sandlapper, received this letter 
from a childhood friend still living in 
Alaska. Since it adds some new informa-

tion to his story, he has kindly shared his 
letter with us. Ed. 

Such a flood of memories came back 
to me last night as I re-read your article 
on the years you spent in Fairbanks, 
Alaska 1914-1919 published in the 
December issue of Sandlapper. 

It is almost certain you will not 
remember me but Bill might, Billy (we 
called him) my older brother and I used 
to play together. I remember one summer 
evening we were playing baseball on the 
street corner- I think we called it one-o
cat- anyway there was only one base plus 
home plate and we were fairly small . I 
was the only girl playing and I had struck 
out after my three unsuccessful strikes. I 
voiced my opinion loud and clear that 
because I was a girl I should have four 
strikes. Billy said I could not and we 
exchanged a few blows over the incident. 

I also remember your Mother and my 
Mother making baby clothes for our 
respective younger brothers. I thought 
they were making doll clothes and one 
time after your Mother left our house , I 
asked my Mother why Mrs. Lumpkin was 
making doll clothes when she just had 
boys. In those days Mothers didn't ex
plain that a baby would soon join the 

Here's some inflation you'll like ... 
THE 

NATIONAL 
CAR RENTAL 

26 HOUR DAY 
IN MYRTLE BEACH AND CHARLESTON ... 
vve give you two extra hours of the most precious 
thing in the world-TIME! When you rent a car from 
us, you 're allowed two extra hours on the day you 
check in . So avoid the check-in rush by reserving 
your next car from the Time Stretchers. That's 
us ... the same ones who give you S&H Green 
Stamps with every rental. 

\Vb.en it comes to service we mean business. 
We feature General Motors cars 

MYRTLE BEACH CHARLESTON 
2300 N. KINGS HWY. MUNICIPAL AIRPORT 

448-2243 744-4278 

May 7974 

20 FOOT 
MOTOR HOME 

completely insulated . 

Roof air conditioning 

Power plant 

And many other ex tras 

Sale Price 
$8495.00 

Superior Motors Inc. 
"The Little Profit Dealer" 

Pontiac • Buick 
Orangeburg, SC 
Phone 534- 11 23 

Columbia Number 252-9631 

ONE NITE TWO NITES 

s13 s24 
~j;~ 
--RES~URANT 

~ 
One low price Friday and Saturday 

only, for Mom, Dad and 2 kids. Enjoy 
scenic mountains, parks, golf, museums, 
restaurants, night clubs, shopping 
facilities, and other points of interest 
minutes from the motel. 

Feast At Our Buffet 
Featu r ing Count ry Ki tchen Cookin' 
Even ings $2 .95- Sundays $2.50 

Phone 233-4651 
291 By-Pass 

Across from Textile Hall 

5 
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Memories 
of 

Charleston 
from the studio of 

Elizabeth O'Neill Verner 

and the 

Tradd Street Press 

Mellowed by Time $6.00 
by Elizabeth O'Neill Verner 

illustrations by the author. 2nd edition 

- Elizabeth O'Neill Verner's drawings 
and her writings possess a common 
character, they are ... felicitous. 

Louis D. Rubin, Jr. 

When Walls are High $5 .95 
by Elizabeth Verner Hamilton 

illustrated by Laura Peck 

- The novel combines reading adventure 
with a lesson in dealing with our fellow 
human beings that will never be dated. 

Diane Crenshaw, Sandlapper 

The Stonewall Ladies $5.00 
by Elizabeth O'Neill Verner 

-The fact that Mrs. Verner is an octoge
narian like all save one of her polite 
heroines has enabled her to know them 
well. She grew up with them, and now, 
tongue in cheek is describing them. 

Marlo Bussman, The News and Courier 

Tall Houses $4.50 
by Elizabeth Verner Hamilton 

and Louise Frierson Kerr 

-Somehow the two authors have 
captured that magical enchantment that 
is Charleston. 
John D. Duncan, Savannah Morning News 

The Gold Bug $2.00 
by Edgar Allan Poe 

illustrations by Elizabeth O'Neill Verner 
(Sullivan's Island Edition) 

- This is a gem of a book and those 
familiar with Mrs. Verner's drawings will 
find additional pleasure in this little 
volume. 

Adger Brown, The State 

Love Me, Love My Doggerel $2 .50 
by Louise Frierson Kerr 

-'Tis whimsey at its best and it's Louise 
Frierson Kerr at HER best. 
Jack Leland, The Charleston Evening Post 

38 Tradd St. 
Charleston, 

s. C. 

household so I don't remember how she 
answered me. 

I readily identified most of the per
sonalities you mentioned in your arti
cle-Mrs. Eva McGowan played the organ 
(she never lost a bit of her Irish brogue) 
and she saw your brother Bill when she 
was so honored on the Program (This is 
Your Life). And Dr. Bredlie, the lady 
with the lovely voice who wore the 
transformations. My Mother and Mrs. 
McGowan were both church organists and 
my Mother accompanied Dr. Bredlie on 
many occasions when she sang for public 
functions. I can recall vividly the many 
times when Dr. Bredlie would come to 
our home and practice songs she would 
be singing at coming events. 

My little Prayer Book and Hymnal was 
a gift to me from your Dad. I remember 
well when my younger brother was 
baptised and he poked his finger in your 
Dad's eye and your Dad smiled at him 
and winked at me. 

Fairbanks has grown much since those 
delightful and wonderful years. I will 
enclose a few picture post cards that I 
think you might enjoy showing Fairbanks 
as it is today. 

The population now is approximately 
18,500 within the city limits but includ
ing the surrounding area is close to 
47,000. The pipeline impact will be with 
us very soon-some experts say our popu
lation will increase 20 percent this first 
year with a gradual increase over the next 
several years to be followed by a tapering 
off at the completion of the pipeline. 
Other experts say that we will have a 
boom type impact this summer that far 
exceeds our expectations. 

It is surely true that because of so 
much publicity, job seekers will find their 
way here. Alaska is such an expensive 
country to live in that problems could 
develop if people are unemployed for 
very long. 

I presume our problems with dope, 
robberies etc. are about average with 
other cities of I ike size but an influx 
causing unemployment problems could 
affect us seriously. 

One of the ladies in our group brought 
the magazine carrying your article to our 
St. Hilda's meeting. Of course, I especial
ly enjoyed it because I remembered your 
family and so many of the incidents 
which you recalled. Mrs. McGowan died 
about two years ago. Hatless Joe was still 
here when I returned to Alaska but I 
don't recall when he left. 

Our Postal problems are unique to our 
area and getting the message to our 

"bush" offices is sometimes an art unto 
itself. There is no communication with 
many of the offices except by the mail 
that goes on an airplane. It never ceases 
to amaze me that truly wonderful service 
the Postal Service gives to these remote 
locations. Many of the places have no 
roads or telephone. The pipeline will do a 
great deal to develop some of these areas. 

It has been fun to have this one-sided 
chat with you and to let you know how 
much I enjoyed the article. 

Helen Bell 
Fairbanks, Alaska 

STEAK 
IS OUR 
BREAD 
AND 

BUTTER 
So we have to make it better 
than anyone else! Aged beef 
cut at your table ... exotic sa lad 
bar. Quiet intimate dining in an 
atmosphere of rusti c elegance. 

... and your beer 
and wine are free! 
With your dinner, all the ice
cold draft beer and dinner wine 
you want are yours ... on the 
house' A diffi cult combination 
to beat ... o r even equal ' Come 
see us ... soon. 

THE 
PEDDLER STEAK HOUSE 
36 Market Street 
Charl eston, S.C. 
577-7091 

Sandlapper 
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Cale Yarborough's victory in the 
Atlanta 500 in March put him on top in 
the NASCAR circuit's list of money 
winners. Stock car racing is gaining in 
national popularity, and after Cale's per
formance in the Rebel 500 in Darlington 
last month, we appreciate Colin Dan
gaard's giving us a visit with Yarborough. 
Cale gives some new insights on the secret 
of his success and on his attitude toward :.. "'~ 
the dangers of his occupation. He tells Dangaard, surely with tongue in cheek, 
that stock car driving "sure beats working"; but the doctors monitoring his 
pulse and other body functions during the 400-, 500- and 600-mile races say 
otherwise. 

..,. . A sudden scream from the skies, the 
earth seemingly upended amid crashing 
tree limbs, noise too deafening to be 
believed, the remnants of a home, the 
funereal silence as the mind clears to 
behold what looks like the destruction 
of a way of life- elements of a night
mare for a family in the Mars Bluff area 
of Florence County. A Strategic Air 
Command bomber had accidentally 
released an unarmed, yet explosive, 

hydrogen bomb. Years later, the memories of that afternoon still linger. 
History professor G. Wayne King of Francis Marion College recounts the 
story of the Walter Gregg family after it was "bombed." 

What can be more invigorating than a pleasant walk in the old section of 
Charleston, pausing to take in the sumptious glories of the old homes and the 
magnificent ironwork? John Gregory is a photographer who did just that. He 
now travels around the state giving a slide presentation on the historic homes 
and ironworks of old Charleston . We feature some of his work in a photo 
essay on Charleston ironwork. 

May 7974 

Cover: South Carolinians are fortunate in 
that they don't have to travel very far to 
enjoy fishing, boating, skiing and swimming 
on one of the nearby inland lakes of the 
state. With warmer weather now here, the 
lure of the outdoors is irresistible. A father 
and son shown on the cover enjoy a canoe 
trip and fishing expedition on Lake Keowee, 
enjoying the sun and the unspoiled natural 
beauty of the area. Photo courtesy Realtec 
Corporation. 

MILEAGE MINDER 
Enables you to easily and accurately 
compute your car's miles-per-gallon 
without the bother of keeping a pencil 
and paper handy. MILEAGE MINDER is 
a time and patience saver that assists you 
in mon itoring your car's performance. 

0 

("(\,\es-~e<-90\\00 c.o\c.u\o>to< 

11\\\cr.ot;)c. 11\\C\dc.t 

EAS ILY COMPUTE: 
Number of miles driven 
Miles-per-gallon 
If your car is operating efficiently 
Drop off in car performance 
Fuel required tor trips 
Effectiveness of fuel saving devices 
Optimum driving speed 
Miles left to dr ive on remaining fuel 

May be clipped to you r car's visor 

$5.95 ea. 
Post. & Tax 
Included 

4" by 8 " long 

McFarland's 
p.o.box 11705 · Columbia, S.C. 29211 

THE HELMS 25 
The southeast's 
Favorite 25' 
Trallerable Yachtl 

Here's a yacht you'll be proud to own 
and able to take anywhere, because she's 
beautifully built as a shoal -draft keel-center
boarder. 

The Helms 25 was designed by Jack A. 
Helms and is built in South Carolina, mak
ing it possible to incorporate features of 
particular importance to sailors cruising on 
Southeastern waters. 

Check her standard features ... and the 
price. The Helms 25 is your best buy in a 
quality, trailerable yacht ! 

VALK 

SAILBOAT CENTER 
3634 Fernandina Road 

Columbia, South Carolina 29210 
(803) 798-0550 
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Asheville now offers 
it all in one location-the Great Smokies Hilton. 
Enjoy the beauty of the mountains at Asheville's 
new resort hotel with an 18-hole championship 
golf course, indoor/ outdoor tennis and swim
ming. There are playgrounds for the children. 
And for you, lounges and the excellent cuisine 
of our restaurants. Just park your car. Our 
scenic bus tours will take you to all of the ex
citing mountain attractions. If you're traveling 
by air, we'll meet you at the jetport. All you 
could want for a complete vacation is at the 
Great Smokies Hilton in Asheville, N. C. 

Call Larry Zoerner today (Collect 704-254-3211) 
for reservations or a 4-color brochure. Or write 
Great Smokies Hilton, Department SA, Ashe
ville, N. C. 28802. We have special vacation 
packages now available. 

.J~ 
Great Smokies 

HILTON 



At home and on the go with sandlapper. 
dining out 

The Trawler 

Typically, a visitor to Charleston 
lists on his itinerary a walk on the 
Battery, a boat tour of the harbor, a 
buggy ride and supper at the Trawler. 
And there are not many Charlesto-ni
ans who mind taking their guests to 
the Trawler for a meal. They say, "It's 
a nice place to visit even if you live 
here." 

The Trawler is located on Highway 
17 in Mount Pleasant, east of the 
Cooper River from Charleston. Backed 
up to Shem Creek with its armada of 
shrimp boats with their homefolks' 
names, the Trawler boasts a location 
almost absurdly picturesque. It even 
has its own lighthouse, one that 
beckons rather than warns; and if 
you're a hardy soul you can climb to 
the top for a windy view of Mount 
Pleasant and Charleston harbor. 

There is a gift shop too, stocked 
with everything from fragrant candles 
and Low-Country peach leather to 
psychedelic posters and jewelry. On 
the second floor by way of an iron 
spiral staircase there is an art gallery. 

May 1974 

At first glance the decor of the 
restaurant itself seems predictable 
enough, with its rustic finish and 
nautical theme. But the Boals family, 
owners of the Trawler, have managed 
to come up with quite a collection of 
marine artifacts: ship's wheels of 
various sizes, rigging, lanterns, old life 
preservers and a carved wooden figure
head, to mention just a few. 

The rooms which make up the 
Trawler's large dining area carry the 
nautical theme further: one is labeled 
"quarterdeck"; another, "wardroom," 
and so on. The restrooms bear the 
legends "buoys" and "gulls"; there is a 
sign offering expert tattooing by one 
Professor Hargo; gangplanks lead from 
one room to another; the buffet is laid 
out in a dinghy. I could go on, but not 
ad nauseam; everything is quite taste
fully done, and sometimes humorous
ly: cannon and harpoon guard the 
wine cellar! 

Once you stop ogling the surround
ings, you'll notice that the menu 
would please the saltiest of tastes: 
pompano, crab, clams, flounder, 
shrimp, frog legs, lobster, mackerel, 
red snapper, trout, swordfish, oys
ters-plus the Trawler's own fish stew 
on rice. Hush puppies come with just 
about everything. You can also order 
fried chicken, hamburger and steak, 
but who would dare? The wine list is 
relatively short but appropriate, and 
the prices are reasonable for both food 
and drink. There is also a well-stocked 
salad bar for the toss-it-yourselfers; 

All in all, eating at the Trawler is 
worth standing in line for, which you 
will probably have to do, even "off-

(Continued on page 71) 
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an 11es 
Bumper Stickers 

Is the humble bumper sticker an art 
form? I sure hope so, since that is the 
subject of this column. 

Actually, one of the really nifty 
things about writing this column for 
Sondlapper is the editor's position that 
"the arts are a pretty broad field" and 
that I have freedom to write about 
what I want so long as I am as fair and 
objective as possible. 

One of my favorite mobile pastimes 
is reading bumper stickers. But I 
hadn't really thought too much about 
it being an art form until a few months 
ago; then I began carrying a small pad 
along in the car and jotting the slogans 
down when I would see a new · or 
intriguing sticker. 

At first it was just for my own 
amusement. Then I began thinking 
about them with some seriousness 
(and as a possible column topic). 
Shortly after that I happened to run 
across two articles on bumper stick-
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ers-one in Newsday, the other in The 
National Observer. So I pretty much 
made up my mind not to do a column 
since at least two other articles had 
already been written. But the more I 
thought about it, the more I decided 
that maybe I should, since neither 
article seemed to be quite the same 
kind of article I had planned doing. 

Nobody seems to know exactly 
when the first bumper sticker ap
peared, although there is a theory that 
they evolved from transit advertising. 
In the 1930s bumper messages ex
tolling the virtues of various tourist 
attractions began to appear-usually 
tied to the bumper. Then in 1936 
Republican presidential candidate Alf 
Landon of Kansas used his Sunflower 
symbol on bumpers and the bumper 
sticker moved into the political arena. 
But it was still very much a developing 
art form as evidenced by the 1948 
"Me for Truman-Barkley for Me" 
which might have gotten a message 
across but is not exactly the epitome 
of breathless bumper prose. 

In 1952 the slogans adopted by the 
two major political parties, "I Like 
Ike" and "Madly for Adlai," were seen 
on thousands of bumpers across the 
nation. From then on the art form 
developed rapidly, stimulated greatly 
by the development and refinement of 
pre ssu re-sens1t1ve adhesives. Some 
students hold to the theory that the 
1960s were the golden age of bump
erese and that the bumper sticker is 
now in decline; I don't hold to that 
purist theory, and it seems to me that 
bumper stickers are about as much in 
evidence as they ever were. It is also 
interesting to note that news com
mentator Paul Harvey recently donat
ed his collection of 10,000 stickers to 
the Texas Memorial Library which 
started collecting them a few years 
ago. 

Bumper stickers fall into many dif
ferent categories. 

They continue to be utilized in 
political campaigns, and during the last 
election there were many McGovern 
stickers in evidence as well as both 
"Re-elect the President" and "Nixon/ 
Agnew" bumper messages. 

The revelations of the Nixon ad
ministration during the past year have 
stimulated a whole new group of 
anti-Nixon stickers. The first ones I 
saw were those two versions of the 
"Don't Blame Me" sticker-"Don't 
Blame Me, I Voted for McGovern" and 
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"Don't Blame Me, I'm From Massa
chusetts." Each new revelation and 
development seems to have inspired 
another sticker. Revelation of the 
bugging attempt {and other bugging 
activities) inspired "Nixon Bugs Me"; 
with revelation of the ITT affair we 
began to see "Nixon's Had ITT"; 
revelation of public funds expended 
on Nixon's California residence evoked 
"Visit $an Clemente: You Paid for It." 
As the Watergate investigations, hear
ings, trials and talk of impeachment 
gathered momentum, we saw bumpers 
carrying calls of "Watergate/Impeach
ment"; "See You Later, Watergater"; 
''Free the Watergate 500"; 
"Impeachment with Honor"; "Im
peach the Tapeworm"; "Honk If You 
Think He's Guilty" and "Say Good
bye, Dick." The presidential family 
has not been immune to the situation, 
and I recently saw a sticker which 
suggested that "Tricia's Dog Sucks 
Eggs"; and the recent energy crisis was 
tied in to the anti-Nixon movement 
with a "Save Energy: Unplug Nixon" 
sticker. 

Although I have seen a wide variety 
of anti-Nixon bumper sentiments, I 
have only seen one pro-Nixon sticker 
during the administration's problems. 
It urges our fellow citizenry to "Get 
Off His Back" so that the President 
can get on with the job for which he 
was elected. I have, however, seen one 
other which says "Kissinger is Nixon's 
Buoy" and of course implies that one 
of the few things which is keeping the 
Nixon administration afloat is the 
Nixon/Kissinger foreign policy efforts. 

Although current events related to 
the Nixon administration have inspired 
an unusually large family of stickers, 
cause-oriented or related stickers 
probably constitute the largest other 
group of stickers. In this group you 
have such stickers as "Support Your 
Local Police" by law-and-order ad
vocates and "Don't Bury Your Kid
neys" by those committed to trans
plant surgery. Safe driving proponents 
frequently display stickers urging 
other drivers to "Drive Friendly" or 
"Speed On, Brother: Hell Ain't Half 
Full" {against speeding) or "If You 
Can Read This You're Too Damn 
Close" {against tailgating). Some anti
drug usage motorists urge other 
motorists to "Keep Off the Grass," the 
anti-smokers display "Stamp Out Old 
Age: Smoke Cigarettes" while other 

(Continued on page 72} 

happenings 
cinema 

MAY 
7 

FLORENCE-Francis Marion College, 
McNair Science Auditorium-"The 
Silence," 8 p.m. 

dance 
MAY 

3.4 
BEAU FORT-Beaufort Elementary School 

Auditorium-Byrne Miller Dance Thea· 
tre, 8: 15 p.m. 

lectures 

MAY 

HARTSVILLE-Coker College-Lecture by 
Anne Worsham Richardson, 8 p.m. 

GREENVILLE-Furman University, Mc
Alister Auditorium-Lecture by Profes
sor Robert Rankin of Duke University 
on "Values," 10 a.m. 

9 
GREENVILLE-Thomas F. Parker Auditori· 

um-"lndia," Suryaram Joshi, Speaker, 
7:30 p.m. 

music 

MAY 
2 

HARTSVILLE-Coker College, Center 
Theatre-Concert by David Bar·lllan, 
Pianist, 8 p.m. 

3 
SPARTANBURG-Converse College, 

Twichell Auditorium-"The Daughter of 
the Regiment," Opera Sponsored by the 
Spartanburg Music Foundation, 8 p.m. 

3-4 
BEAU FORT -Beaufort Academy School 

Auditorium-Beaufort Academy May 
Day Program, 8 p.m. 

3-8 
SPARTANBURG-Spartanburg Music Festi

val. 
4 

CHARLESTON-Charleston Municipal 
Aud itori um-Charleston Symphony 
Orchestra Concert, 8 p.m. 

GREENVILLE-Auditorium of the TEC 
Library Building-Third Annual Spring 
Formal Concert Presented by the Green
ville TEC Singers, 8 p.m. 

5 
HARTSVILLE-Coker College-Senior 

Piano Recital: Helen Stroud, 4 p.m. 
FLORENCE-West Florence High School 

Auditorium-Florence Symphony Youth 
Orchestra Concert, 8 p.m. 

(Continued on page 77) 
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Throughout 
the state and 
across the nation, , _ 
thousands of thrill- J.'i'i, 
seekers are discovering ~ 
a new dimension l '\ 
in excitement as they i . 

TAKE TO 
THE SILK 

By Gary C. Dickey 



been asked so often over such a long 
period of time that parachutists from 
coast to coast now refer to the nonjump
ing spectator as a "whuffo," a term which 
originated in the early days of the sport 
in rural areas when farmers paused in 
their work to inquire, "Whuffo y'all jump 
outta them pair-chutes?" 

The answer is likely to be a different 
one from each of the more than 35,000 
sport parachutists in the United States 
who make more than 1,500,000 jumps 
each year. For some, it is purely for 
enjoyment; for others, it is an outlet for 
the competitive spirit inherent in almost 

all sports. 
Almost from the 

beginning of re
corded history 

man has sought 
to free himself 

from the bonds of 
earth's gravitational 

force to enjoy the 
freedom known only by 

the birds. The closest man 
has come to achieving this 

through nonmechanical means 
is the sport of skydiving. 

In recent years more than a dozen 
sport parachuting clubs in all parts of 
South Carolina have been formed, offer
ing training and competition in all phases 
'o'f the sport. Perhaps the mecca for the 
parachuting enthusiast in the Palmetto 
State is Barnwell Airport, where the skies 
are filled with colorful, billowing chutes 
almost every weekend when the weather 
ls fair. 

The Barnwell site has gained popu
larity primarily because of the history
making jumps of Denmark native Woody 
Binnicker-a veteran paratrooper with 
more than 3,000 jumps to his credit-who 
last year set the world's record for the 
most jumps made during a 24-hour 
period. 

After being discharged from the Army, 
Binnicker's interest in parachuting con
tinued, and in 1964 he began competing 
in sport parachuting contests. With more 
than 50 trophies and numerous award 
plaques-he never kept count of them 
att....-from state and regional contests, he 

competed in a number of national 
cocatests anU.QDce placed eighth overall in 
tbe United States Championships. 

But BiMicker's proudest moment 
came early last year when he became the 
rarst and only man in the world to make 
201 parachute jumps within a 24-hour 
period. 

With th• ,piercury hovering around 19 
degrees, Binnicker and the other members 

of his "Free Fall Farms Parachute Club" 
met at midnight on Jan. 13, 1973, to 
begin their attempt at the world record. 
Despite the cold weather and the late 
hour, a crowd had gathered at Barnwell 
County Airport to watch the event. Hav
ing made the attempt previously in March 
1972, when rain forced him to 
stop after 100 
jumps, Binnicker 
was more deter-
mined than ever to 
break the old record 
of 200 set by Steve 
Sutton of Canada. 

With the mem
bers of his club 
divided into two 
ground crews to as-
sist him, Binnicker 
used two airplanes 
to insure that no 
time would be lost. 
It was a test of en-
durance as well as 
skill requiring top 
physical shape which 
he achieved through 
lifting weights and training prior to the 
attempt. But despite his excellent physi
cal condition, the long hours of strenuous 
activity took their toll. 

On his 47th jump Binnicker landed on 
the concrete runway at the airport and 
sprained his ankle, which continued to 
bother him throughout the day. As time 
progressed, his legs became sore and 
chafed by the straps attached to his 
chute. As it opened with a jerk each time, 
he tried to relieve the pressure on his legs 
by lifting himself up with his thumbs on 
the risers. Consequently his thumbs turn
ed black and blisters formed; he later lost 
the nails on both thumbs. 

His jump suit ripped and shredded 
after more than 17 hours of parachuting, 
Binnicker made his record-breaking 201 st 
descent as more than a 1,000 onlookers 
applauded. 

Throughout the months that followed 
he received congratulations from all parts 
of the United States and many foreign 
countries. He has received letters of 
tribute from Senators Ernest F. Hollings 
and Strom Thurmond and from all of 
South Carolina's members of the U.S. 
House of Representatives. In addition, his 
feat was recorded in the Congressional 
Record and is included in the 1974 
edition of the Guiness Book of World 
Records. 

Would he do it all over again? "Well 
maybe," he says. But from the looks of 
things, it may be quite a while before he 

Free fall is the closest man has 
gotten to the actual flight of the 
birds. Unhampered by machines, 
performing acrobatics, getting a 
breath-taking view, always mind
ful of the obvious dangers- such 
is the appeal of skydiving 
for the University of South 
Carolina Sport Parachute Club. 

- Photos bv Mickev Ho loman 

has to relinquish the world record title . 
Only one attempt to unseat him has been 
made, and the challenger gave up after 90 
jumps. 

As with most other sports, skydiving 
has developed an enthusiastic following in 
the collegiate ranks, where almost every 
major college and university has formed 
sport parachuting clubs for intercollegiate 
competition. 

Mickey Holoman, a member of the 
University of South Carolina Sport 
Parachuting Club, explained how he had 
first become interested in jumping and 
received his training through the club. 

"I suppose I had always wanted to try 
it. When I got to the university, I ran into 
an old friend who said, 'Man, I got 
something that you have just got to try.' 

"All he had to do was tell me about it, 
and I was on my way," he said. "I've 
always been intrigued by anything that is 
exciting and different, and believe me, 
sport parachuting is highly individualized." 

Contrary to popular belief, the sport is 
not as dangerous as it may seem. There 
were more fatalities attributed to scuba 
diving last year than skydiving, and in the 
four-year history of the USC club there 
has never been a fatality . 

According to Dr. Peter Becker, the 
club's faculty adviser, there has been only 
one mishap in the club's history. This 
occurred about two years ago when a 
member landed on top of a building and 
was injured. After regaining conscious-
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ness, the member's first reaction was, 
"When can I jump again?" 

Holoman explained that the sport is 
divided roughly into three different 
facets, including accuracy, style and rela
tive work. 

In jumps for accuracy, the parachutist 
attempts to guide his chute toward a 
target marked out on the ground. The 
target consists of a pit which measures 20 
meters in diameter with a small disc in 
the center. For a perfect score the jumper 

will hit the disc with his foot when 
landing. In competition jumping the score 
of each competitor is determined by the 
distance he lands from the disc. 

Another aspect of the sport, which 
makes up a major part of competition 
among enthusiasts, is known as style. In 
th is series of maneuvers, the jump is made 
at an altitude of 6,600 feet, allowing a 
25-second period of free fall. During this 
period the jumper attains a speed of 
about 120 miles per hour and goes 

A GREAT VACATION OR WEEKEND COULD BE ONLY 
THIRTY MINUTES FROM YOUR DOOR ..... . 

May 7974 

through a series of turns to the right and 
left as well as loops backward. The main 
factors considered by judges of this event 
are precision of movements, maintenance 
of a strict heading and timing. 

By far the most interesting and most 
advanced aspect is the relative work 
involving the ultimate achievement, the 
star. Simply stated, the star is accom
plished when two or more jumpers join 
hands during free fall and fly together. It 
sounds simple, but it's harder and about 
twice as exciting as it looks from the 
ground. 

Relative work in the United States 
originated with the Army's Golden 
Knights Parachute Team at Ft. Bragg, N. 
C., when two team members began pass
ing a baton from one to another during 
free fall exhibitions in 1958. Interest in 
this aspect of the sport grew rapidly as 
parachutists discovered the star and led to 
a record 28-man star being formed last 
summer in California. 

Holoman, who has participated in 
numerous star maneuvers, explained the 
sequence of action in this way. "The first 
two men in the formation of a star are 
called the base man and the pin man. 
They are the first to join hands-usually 
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-Photos by Gary LeCroy 
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within three seconds after jumping
providing the nucleus of the star. 

"The other jumpers are numbered in 
sequence and join in at a predetermined 
spot in the circle. To catch the falling 
star, the jumpers are often traveling in 
excess of 180 miles per hour," he said. 

To form an eight-man star, the jump is 
usually made from a height of about 
10,500 feet. From this height, the jump
ers have approximately 35 working 
seconds in which to form the star during 
which time they will have free fallen to a 
height of 3,500 feet. 

"At this point, the base man will signal 
for the star to break and all of the 
jumpers will make a 180-degree turn and 

sail off in opposite directions to a safe 
distance for pulling the rip cord," Holo
man said. 

Almost all jumpers carry either an 
altimeter_ or a stop watch to make sure 
that they do not open their chutes at a 
dangerously low altitude. Regulations 
issued by the United States Parachute 
Association govern the altitude at which 
the chute is opened, and jumpers are 
licensed by the USPA depending upon 
their proficiency and experience. The 
higher the degree of proficiency and 
experience the jumper attains, the lower 
he is allowed to open the chute. None, 
however, are permitted to free fall below 
2,000 feet. 

In addition to the star, another manue
ver which has attracted the interest of 
parachutists is the snowflake, which is 
formed by having jumpers link up with a 
star by catching the legs of those in the 
star formation. 

As for the future of the sport, Holo
man explained that "the sky is the limit. 
New maneuvers are being developed all 
the time, and a whole new facet of the 
sport is surfacing in what is referred to as 
sequential work." 

This, he said, is accomplished working 
from the basic star formation and break
ing away from the star to form other 
smaller stars and single line formations. 

Jokingly he added, "There has even 
been talk of pushing a baby grand piano 
out of the plane and letting the jumpers 
chase it down with each one playing a 
note of the 'Minute Waltz' before pulling 
the rip cord." 

But whether they are pulling the rip
cord, pulling your leg or pulling off their 
clothes, skydiving enthusiasts continue to 
soar toward greater achievements, and the 
popularity of the sport is on the increase. 

Gary Dickey is a free-lance writer from 
Lexington. 
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Hilton Head Island. 
The alternative to Europe this year. 

The energy crisis. It's world-wide. So 
maybe this is a year you'd rather not 
vacation in Europe. And yet you need a 
break. Well, we have an alternative. A 
place that offers some of Europe's old 
world charm, yet is convenient to get to. 
It's Sea Pines Plantation on Hilton Head 
Island, South Carolina. 

A World in ltseH 
Sea Pines is like another world. Set on 

5,200 acres of natural beauty, Sea Pines has 
everything you need. Here are 
swimming and sailing in sun

ship 18-hole golf courses 
are famed for being among 
the South's finest . And one 
of the great annual events 
on the P.G.A . tour, the 

Heritage Classic, is played on our Harbour 
Town Links and televised on NBC. 

Tennis, too, is famed at Sea Pines, with 
more televised professional tournaments 
having been played here than at any other 
resort in America . Thirty championship 
courts await you, complete with club house, 
pro shop and our touring pro, Stan Smith. 

speckled waters. Here, in 
Harbour Town, are bou
tiques and galleries over
looking Calibogue Sound 
that capture the flavor of 
a Mediterranean coastal 
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Explore 
Seeing the plantation is half the 

fun. And our mini-buses and electric 
cars will take you to all the things 
you'll want to see and do. Visit the 
lighthouse in Harbour Town. Walk 
through Sea Pines' 572-acre Forest 

1 ~;, I . .. 1 
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Places to Stay 
1 

There are rooms and suites at the ocean
front Hilton Head Inn and a wide range of 
rental villas and homes. All are distinctive, 
private island residences set beside golf fair
ways, on lagoons, 
coves or over
looking our spec
tacular harbour. 
They feature one 
to four bedrooms, 
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large attractive living areas, patios, bal
conies and totally-equipped kitchens. 

Golf and Tennis 
If ever there were a vacation spot for sports 

enthusiasts, Sea Pines is it. Three champion-

Preserve. Spend several weeks with 
us. And start by returning the coupon. We'll 
send you all the facts. 

What this country needs is 
a vacation on Hilton Head Island. ·--------------Please send me complete information on vacations I at Sea Pines including your tree 64-page Vacation Guide 

I Name 

I Address 

City ________________ _ 

: ;iA PINE; P~:rr10Ni I Box 5183-MS, Hilton Head Island, S.C. 29928 
Or for reservations call (803) 785-3322 ·--------------



nPalmetto Square 
1440 Main St. Columbia S.C. 

OFFICE & SCHOOL 
SUPPLIES, FURNITURE, EQUIPMENT 

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PENS, ENGRAVING, 
GREETING CARDS, WEDDING ALBUMS, 

GIFTS & PRINTS. 

NEW RELEASE 

The Best 
of Babcock 

HA VILAH BABCOCK 

selected and with an introduction 

by H ugh Grey 

THE BEST OF BABCOCK. By 
Havilah Babcock . During his life· 
time Havilah Babcock- humorist, 
naturalist, distinguished teacher 
(University of South Carol ina), 
and as handy a man with rod and 
gun as ever ventured out-of. 
doors-long delighted Field & 
Stream readers with his heart
warming stories of outdoor life. 
Compiled by Hugh Grey, Mr. 
Babcock's longtime friend and for 
many years his editor at Field & 
Stream, The Best of Babcock pro
vides a treasury of memorable 
pieces that span the more than 
thirty years of his accomplished 
writing career. This welcome 
volume will provide a rich sampl
ing of matchless tales about the 
outdoors, and a warm and 
thoughtful profile of a man whose 
work has proved to be a lasting 
contribution to the literature of 
this country. 

Available June 1st. We are now 
taking ADVANCE ORDERS. 
Place your order today for this 
FIRST EDITION. 288 pages. 
$8.95. 

MY HEAL TH IS BETTER IN 
NOVEMBER. By Havilah Bab
cock . Back in print at last-a 
classic collection of 35 stories. 
$5.95. 

BEST SELLERS 

LAKE MURRAY 

LAKE MURRAY : LEGEND 
AND LEISURE . By Coy Bayne. 
$4.95. 

ALISTAIRE COOKE'S AMERI 
CA. By Alistaire Cook. An alive 
and open-hearted view of our 
history-the lives, events and 
moments that have formed us. A 
magn ificent array of paintings, 
photographs both old and new, 
drawings, cartoons and memora
bilia. 400 pages. $15.00 

HOW TO BE YOUR OWN BEST 
FRIEND. Ways to create a rich 
life for yourself are presented by 
Mildred Newman, Berna rd 
Berkowitz with Jean Owen. Easy 
reading. One of our very best 
sellers. $4.95. 

CHILDREN : THE CHALLENGE . 
By Rudolf Dreikurs with Vicki 
Soltz. Designed to meet the needs 
of all parents-to enable those 
who can deal with their children 
to formulate a consistent philo
sophical approach as well as to 
point the way toward tested so lu
tions for those parents who are 
somewhat less effective. 

I? 'C 

P.E .T .-PARENT EFFECTIVE
NESS TRAINING. Dr. Thomas 
Gordon explains his step-by-step 
program for raising happier more 
cooperative responsible children. 
This book has been so well re
ceived it is being taught in 
hundreds of communities in 
forty-seven states and five foreign 
countries. $6.95. 

OFFICE & SCHOOL SUPPLIES 

OFFICIAL NOTARY SEAL
Compact and pocket size. Ligh• 
weight yet will emboss heavy 
bond papers with ease. High gloss 
nickel plated finish. 1 \!,' ' Dia. Die 
$12.00 each, .50 each postage. 

WEBSTER'S INSTANT WORD 
GUIDE- Contains 35,000 words 
spelled and divided. Ideal for 
secretaries, typists, students or 
anyone who needs a quick-ref
erence to correct spelling. Size : 
4"x5% "x 1 %" . 384 pages. $2.95. 

12-lnch WORLD NATION 
GLOBE with mountains in raised 
relief. Recommended for young 
students because of its size and 
detail . Ideal for office and home 
use. Gold finish on die-cast 
meridian and base. Ht. 16". Reg. 
$14.95. Now only $9.50 each. 
$1.00 postage. 

NO. 325 HOME FILE-Organizes 
letter or legal-size papers, camera 
equipment, toys, catalogs . .. 
whatever you wish . Black finish 
corrugated fiberboard shell rein
forced with steel. Assembles 
quickly. Drawer size : 12"w x 
10"h x 16"1. $8.69 each plus 
$1.00 postage. 

PALMETTO SQUARE 
,...__ 

DESK SIGNS- Beautiful walnut 
base, black name plate insert, 
white letters. 14 letter limit . Over
all dimensions : 2"w x 1 %"h x 
8 Y, "I. $6.50 each plus. .75 
postage. 

711 RECORDS ORGANIZER
Complete portable filing system 
for letter size filing . Wood grain 
finished high test corrugated 
fibreboard . Includes 12 letter-size 
hanging folders, plastic tabs and 
inserts; Easy tote handles. Ideal 
for home, office, school or sales
men. 12"x x 10"h x 15"1. $4.50 
each plus .75 postage. 

F30 METAL BOX-Made of steel, 
equipped with self-latching chest 
lock and money tray . 1 OY. "w x 4 
3/8"h x 7Y."d. $6.70 each plus 
$1.00 postage. 

Please print clearly the selection 
for each item desired . Be sure to 
add .50 postage and handling on 
all books. ITEMS OTHER THAN 
BOOKS: Add postage indicated 
by item. S. C. residents add 4 
percent sales tax. Orders without 
postage and tax will be returned. 

Send all orders to: 
PALMETTO SQUARE 

1440 Main Street 
Columbia, S. C. 29201 



T
he people of Calhoun County waited 
a long time to celebrate their first 
annu a l Calhoun County Purple 

Martin Festival. Originally planned for 
1972, the event was postponed at the last 
moment and rescheduled for May 1973. 
In fact, there were times when it ap
peared the festival would never become a 
reality . 

The festival was conceived in 1971 by 
several St. Matthews Rotarians . The club 
had developed a unique mosquito eradica
tion program for the county. Using a 
successful idea borrowed from the 
Jaycees of Griggsville, Ill., the St. 
Matthews club instituted an extensive 
promotional program to acquaint the area 
residents with the mosquito-devouring 
proclivities of martins: Each purple 
martin consumes some 2,000 mosquitoes 
a day . The program also included the sale 
of aluminum martin houses to residents 
in the area. 

Thousands of martins flocked to 
Calhoun County following the erection of 
aluminum apartments in and around St. 
Matthews. Citizens noticed an immediate 
reduction in the mosquito population and 
were lavish in their praise of the martins. 
Aside from rendering insecticide-free con
trol of insects, the martins immediately 
endeared themselves to the people of the 
county with their frolicking, free-wheel
ing antics. True performers and natural 
comedians, the birds possess an instinct 
for showing off for humans . 

With interest running high in martins 
and bird life in general, it wasn't long 
before citizens chose to designate Cal · 
houn County as the Purple Martin Capital 
of South Carolina. And naturally it 
seemed only proper to thank the martins 
for their services by having a festival in 
their honor. 

The Calhoun County Chamber of 
Commerce agreed to act as the coordinat
ing agency for the festival. Chamber 
officials soon found that just to set an 
open date for a festival in festival-con
scious South Carolina was difficult. Just 
any open weekend in the spring wasn't 
enough. It had to be a weekend which 
would find the martins at their best
which happens to be the beginning of the 
nesting period in early May. 

Finally a three-day festival on May 11, 
12 and 13 was approved by the com
mittee. Ahead lay six months of intense 
planning and untiring effort by a host of 
organizations and individuals throughout 
Calhoun County. 

All festivals, large and small, have the 
common problem of staging events which 
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By David D. Buyck 
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St. Matthews' Festival 
Is for the Birds 

.:~..:;.~ Above left, 
Snuffy Jenkins 
and the Hired 
Hands perform . 
Above, a purple 
martin house 
made of dried 
gourds. Left, the 
crowd gathers for 
a Sunday concert 
around, (what 
else?) a purple 

. ______ __ _ ,~, _ martin house . 
-All phot os by David Buyck 

are truly unique, of providing attractions 
which convey a special distinctive flavor . 
With the martin affair , things just seemed 
to slip into a succession of activities with 
unusual appeal for spectators and partici
pants. As might be expected, a general 
theme centering around ecology and 
preservation of wildlife was woven into 
many of the festival projects. 

The final days preceding the festival 
saw increased effort on the part of every 
participant to make certain all was in 
order for the big three days. The chamber 
of commerce, Jaycees, Rotarians and the 
Lions Club busied themselves with last· 
minute preparations. Similarly engaged 
were the Woodmen of the World, the 
Nurses Association, a number of garden 
clubs and several church groups within 
the county . Indeed, it seemed that almost 
every citizen was performing some task in 
connection with the festival program. 
Even the martins took time out from 
their nesting to gurgle encouragement to 

the volunteer workers. 
The morning of the first day of the 

festival was just what the chamber of 
commerce had ordered-clear and warm . 
But while the weatherman had furnished 
ideal conditions, the anticipated crowd 
was slow in arriving. For a while it 
appeared the official welcome would be 
limited to officials making speeches to 
one another . Things picked up, however, 
when the "Best Friend" steam loco
motive belched smoke and called for 
passengers. By 12: 30 a sizable crowd 
gathered in St. Matthews to hear opening 
remarks from Sen. Marion Gressette. His 
address was followed by statements from 
Rep. Alvin Riggs, Mayor Gladden Smoke 
of St. Matthews and Joe Duke, chamber 
president. 

A flurry of activities followed the 
official opening. The arts and crafts ex
hibit at the National Guard Armory was a 
chief area of interest from the very 
beginning, and its appeal continued all 
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Flowers aren't always at their best, but when 
they finally burst into bloom, they bring a touch 
of beauty to the world you can truly appreciate. 

Just as flowers aren't ahrn)·s at their best, 
neither are words. They don't always convey 
the meaning you wish them to. But take these 
words from the pen of a master like Archibald 
Rutledge and they burst into bloom bringing 
beauty and meaning that you can understand 
and enjoy. 

'l'he R. L. Bryan Company invites you to 
enjoy words in bloom as penned by South Caro
lina's late, beloved Poet Laureate Archibald 
Rutledge. You will find them at book stores, or 
order direct from The R. L. Bryan Company. 
P. 0. Drawer 368, Columbia, S. C. 29202. (Add 
GO¢ for postage and 4% S. C. Sales Tax.) 

BY ARCHIBALD RUTLEDGE, S. C.'s late 
Poet Laureate : 

VOICES OF THE LONG AGO $ 5.95 

Posthumous publication. Bible stories re-told. 

DEEP RIVER $15.00 

By popular demand, third printing of his 
romplete collection of poems. 

I HEAR AMERICA SINGING $ 2.95 

A poem collection of S. C.'s birds and their 
songs, 

WOODS & WILD THINGS I REMEMBER $, 8.95 

Rugged tales with illustrations by Sally 
Middleton 

The R. L. Bryan Company 
Columbia· Florence· Charleston · Greenville 



weekend. Sponsored by the chamber of 
commerce, the display of native Calhoun 
County art and handicrafts attracted over 
3,000 persons. The Calhoun County 
Historic Museum and Library on U. S. 
601 were open to the public; a flower 
exhibit was held in downtown St. Mat
thews; and a tour of historic homes was 
conducted, featuring some of the most 
outstanding residences in the county. 

A memorable attraction during the 
festival was Dr. Harry Raysor's "Doodle 
Hill Farm." This Calhoun County version 
of a wildlife zoo lured thousands of 
delighted visitors. "My road was just 
about worn out," commented Dr. 
Raysor. Included in the variety of birds 
and animals were peacocks, guineas, 
pheasants, goats, deer and rabbits. The 
young at heart were treated to a ride 
down a giant water slide amid a truly 
beautiful rural setting. 

Friday afternoon also marked the 
opening of a number of concession stands 
around the community. If good food is a 
necessary ingredient for a successful festi
val, then things were great at the Purple 
Martin Festival. All kinds of food were 
served by the various service clubs and 
organizations. Along with such standard 
fare as hot dogs, hamburgers, soft drinks 
and french fries, a real thirst quencher
Purple Martin Juice- was in huge demand 
at one booth. Another culinary front
runner was genuine Calhoun County cat
fish stew. There were also home-churned 
ice cream and cakes and pies of every 
conceivable sort. The baleful sound of 
broken diets was heard throughout the 
county. 

Meanwhile, back on the railroad cut, a 
realistic western-style saloon became the 
scene of major activity as shadows began 
to fall over St. Matthews. Complete with 
swinging doors, honky-tonk piano and 
western-clad waitresses, the saloon 
became a big hit on Friday and Saturday. 
There were raised eyebrows as to the 
propriety of such an establishment on a 
main thoroughfare in St. Matthews, but, 
as it turned out, the decorum of the 
revelers, both local and transient, was 
sufficiently amiable and trouble-free. 

The community of Cameron got into 
the swing of things on Friday evening 
when a talent contest was held in the 
former public school auditorium. 
Sponsored and organized by the Cameron 
Businessmen's Club, the program was 
highlighted by a number of outstanding 
performances from contestants through
out the area. The success of the contest 
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, MOTOR TREND MILEAGE TEST ' 
.. f. 1 DIRECT QUOTE: 

~ ) e The guys at British-Leyland asked that we throw 

miles per gallon this into the economy run. With its four valve per 
cylinder four. a suspension that begs to be rough 
housed , a right-on tranny, and a more than nod 
ding kinship to earlier Austin-Healey sixes. this is 
the best all-around. pure English sports car any
where. Its makers make no claims whatsoever that 
it's an "economy" car, but a fuel cost per mile of 
1.65 cents and a delivery of 60.685 miles for a 
dollar's gas are better than claims made by some 

guys who do huckster economy cars. 
This is a good one. 

(MOTDR TREND, 
AUG. '73) 

The Sports Car People 

S84 KING ST. Charleston, s.c. S77-4060 
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the Heart 
of God's 
Country 

Magnificent 
Natural Beauty 

Within Easy 
Driving Distance 

Beautiful mountain homesltes ... 
nestled in the western tip of the 
North Carollna Mountain country in 
an area that time and people seem 
to have passed by . . unique in 
their unspoiled , quiet splendor. 
Situated on a sparkling 6,000 acre 
mountain lake, completely sur
rounded by a National Forest. 

~~a~~"a~in5;+";~~~9/d~snh~nt~'n1~~i~~: 
with amentles already here. 
A truly rare and unique opportunity 
.. yet within easy driving dis

tance.• 
tMinimal charge. 

BearPawi' 
ROUTE 4 • MURPHY, N. C. 28906 

704/ 644-5451 
·120 miles north of Atlanta, Ga. 

.. ---------· I =:~~~'.·N~i~P2°a;o~' o~~~\1 ;~:;a:4~~·s/' I 
I ~~e;st6: send more Information about Bear I 
I Name .................... . 

I Address ...... . 

I City ....... .. 

Phone .... . 

............ . 
... 1 

.. .. State ..... Zip, 

I This adv. does not constitute an offer in states I 
where prohibited by law. AD 1121 

·---------.. Obtain HUD property report from 
developer and read it before signing 
anything. HUD neither approves the 
merits of the offering nor the value, if 
any, of the property 

I • ! 

Above, TV celebrity Joe Pinner waves 
to the crowd at the parade. Below, 
the Lions Club's winning float. 

promises to make it a feature attraction 
of future festivals. 

Friday's activities came to a close as a 
result of inclement weather. The rush of 
rain and wind which ended the street 
dance in St. Matthews was later reported 
to be part of an errant tornado which 
swept through the county. Nevertheless, 
the dancing and music by the Soul 
Revival had the town jumping for at least 
a couple of hours on the first festival 
evening. 

A beautiful Saturday morning set the 
stage for the next day of the festival. By 
9:30 many units were already gathering 
for the big parade at 11 a.m. It was to be 
the biggest parade ever for tiny Calhoun 
County and one that will be remembered 
for many a year. Maybe it was the great 
number of distinctive units or the lovely 
girls gracing attractive floats as they 
proceeded down oak-lined Dantzler 
Street; or it might have been that magnifi
cent touch provided by three National 
Guard helicopters as they released long 
plumes of purple smoke over the parade 
route. Whatever it was, the spectators 
were unanimous in their opinion that the 
Jaycees had organized a stunning event. 

The Rotary Club and Lions Club 
conducted a spirited battle for the most 
original float with both using a purple 
martin motif. The Lions won with their 
float depicting a giant martin saying, "I 
can't believe I ate AL-L-L-L-L-L-L the 
mosquitoes!" 

Attendance peaked around parade 
time on Saturday and many spectators 
took the opportunity to observe the 
events scheduled for Saturday afternoon. 
Immediately following the parade there 
was a colorful purple martin costume 

contest in the downtown section. Farthe1 
down the street country and westerr 
singer Henry "Hank" Futch entertainec 
and delighted the crowd. 

Later in the afternoon, the crowc 
enjoyed the tractor pulling contest helc 
just off U. S. Highway 601. This wa 
fol lowed by bicycle and foot races and ; 
greased pig chase at Bates Park. Th, 
fishermen and golfers participated ir 
hotly contested tournaments. Low F al 
and Poplar Creek Landings served a, 
tournament headquarters for the fisher 
men, and Calhoun Country Club hosted; 
one-day member-guest and member-mem 
ber tournament for golfers. 

A long day of mixed activities wa, 
ended Saturday evening with street anc 
square dances in St. Matthews and Sand\ 
Run, featuring Snuffy Jenkins and th1 
Hired Hands, the Lucas Brothers anc 
Hank Futch. 

With so many activities taking place ir 
so many places, perhaps only visitor: 
from the Audubon Society had time tc 
think about the reactions of the honoree 
feathered friends of the festival-th1 
purple martins. Hundreds of martini 
visited the parade and demonstrated thei1 
delight with the whole thing by perform 
ing graceful acrobatics up and down the 
center of St. Matthews for the full thre1 
days of the festival. 

There was some concern in plannint 
the festival as to whether it would be wist 
to conclude all events on Saturda\ 
evening. Happily, the judgment of festiva 
planners turned out to be faultless as th1 
Sunday program was well received. Wit~ 
the weatherman again showing partialit~ 
to the Calhoun County area, a full sched 
ule of activities at Bates Park went of1 
without a hitch. The setting was beautifu 
and the weather cool as hundreds ol 
persons sat through performances by the 
6th District U. S. Navy Band, the Smith 
Family Singers, the God Squad frorr 
Orangeburg and several spiritual choirs 
Many of those present were heard tc 
remark that the Bates Park concert was a 
fitting climax to the festival. 

With the 1974 festival set for May 17 
18 and 19, a long list of!!ntertainment i! 
in store for visitors and guests. Of course. 
to the people of Calhoun County the 
festival is a labor of love-a project shared 
by many and made possible by that 
messenger of joviality-the purple martin . 
After all, it is South Carolina's only 
festival "for the birds." 

David D. Buyck is a free-lance writer 
from St. Matthews. 



SOUTH 
CAROLINA'S 
INLAND LAKES 
South Carolina is highly touted as the 

perfect vacation land for South Caro
linians themselves. In addition to 

historical sites, beaches and mountains, 
the state has a varied and extensive 
system of inland lakes, most of them 
created when power companies dammed 
rivers to form cooling systems for hydro
electric plants. 

Most of these lakes were created in the 
late '40s and early '50s. Since then, 
development around the lakes has be
come a booming business, and each year 
millions of South Carolinians- and visi 
tors- escape to the shores of Lakes 
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Murray, Marion, Wylie and others for a 
few days or even a few hours of relaxa
tion. Still more decide to build their 
dream houses or vacation hideaway spots 
on the miles of shoreline that offer 
fishing, boating and skiing opportunities 
almost in their front yards. 

Each lake has its own identity, geo
graphically and historically. While it 
might be argued that a sunset over Lake 
Wylie looks about the same as a sunset 
over Lake Murray, there are nonetheless 
distinguishing characteristics of each lake 
which attract different people to dif
ferent spots. 

lake Keowee 

Lake Keowee was created by the Duke 
Power Co. as part of its gigantic Keowee
Toxaway project. Much of the original 
landscape- heavily-wooded rolling hills in 
the northwest portion of South Caro
lina- is still preserved around its 300-plus 
miles of shoreline. The roads around the 
lake curve with the contours of the land 
in a naturalistic setting. 

Developers of the Keowee Key project 
like to point out that while nearby Lake 
Hartwell received 6.5 million visitors last 
year, and Clark Hill received about 5 
million, Lake Keowee saw very light 
traffic. 

The acreage is bordered by the Chat
tooga River and contains part of a 
national forest larger than the state of 
Massachusetts. All of this offers boating, 
fishing, skiing, swimming, hunting and 
areas for camping, backpacking and 
historical excursions. Keowee Key de
velopers are planning 1,005 lots ranging 
from $8,000-$25,000. A golf course 
designed by George Cobb follows the lay 
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of the land rather than intruding on the 
natural geography. But the lake is still 
fresh and unspoiled for the most part, 
and far from the beaten path. 

Lake Wylie 

Lake Wylie is considered one of the 
best bass fishing lakes in the United 
States. With 325 miles of shoreline and an 
average depth of 50 feet, Lake Wylie 
offers excellent sailing, boating and skiing 
opportunities. The lake was created in 
1910 by the Duke Power Co., which 
dammed up a part of the Catawba River 
valley in York County. 

The lake's proximity to Charlotte, 
Rock Hill and other towns has spurred 
the Sea Pines Co. of Hilton Head to build 
the 884-acre residential community called 
River Hills Plantation, complete with 

condominiums, golf course, boat landings 
and other country living opportunities in 
multi-family dwellings. 

And around Lake Wylie are other 
spots that lend themselves well to the 
"get-away" urge in the rolling foothills of 
the state. 

Clark Hill Reservoir 

Clark Hill Lake was developed by the 
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and is 
administered by the Clark Hill Authority . 
Formerly a tributary of the Savannah 
River, Clark Hill was developed for recre
ational purposes as well as hydroelectric 

Left, boating on all the lakes is 
popular. The owners of this craft 
find sailing especially rewarding on 
Lake Wylie. Below, many resort 
and residential developments have 
built golf courses for residents. 
Most developers are striving for a 
balance of development and nature. 

-Photo courtes 
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power-producing purposes. 
Over 499 commercial, federal and 

state park campgrounds are available to 
the camping enthusiast at nominal fees. 
Year-round fishing opportunities and 
seasonal hunting in nearby Sumter 
National Forest complete the recreational 
facilities, along with numerous landings 
and marinas. Bass and crappie abound in 
the lake. The Department of Parks, 
Recreation and Tourism operates Baker 
Creek and Hickory Knob Campgrounds. 
Lodging for a weekend or a week can be 
found at Hickory Knob Lodge. A unique 
part of the Clark Hill recreation facilities 
is the 80-unit stable at Hickory Knob 
State Park-the key to 12 miles of riding 
trails in 960 acres of preserved wood
lands. 

Lake Murray 

Lake Murray was created during the 
Great Depression. Its islands served as 
training targets for bombers during World 
War 11. Despite these beginnings, the lake 
has become the main recreation site for 

Department of Parks. Recreation and Tourism 

May 1974 

-Photo courtesy Realtec, Inc. 

This young family may decide to settle into a permanent residence beside 
a lake. Or they may continue to enjoy lake life just on the weekends. 

the midlands. The land is owned by 
South Carolina Electric and Gas Co., 
which has also given land to the state. 
Billy Dreher Island, a 348-acre site, has 
been given to the South Carolina Depart
ment of Parks, Recreation and Tourism 
for development as a state park. 

SCE&G also administers eight public 
parks on the fringe land around the lake 

and on several of the islands. Fishing, 
swimming, boating and camping are all 
enjoyed by visitors to Lake Murray. Many 
resort homes have been built around the 
lake, as wel I as permanent residences. The 
history of the German settlers in the area 
is of primary interest to history buffs, 
and there are a number of gravesites of 
both early settlers and the original in-
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The lure of nature, especially 
with sunsets like this, is 
calling more and more South 
Carolinians to the 
shores of the inland lakes. 

habitants, the Indians. A fascinating book 
on the lake, Lake Murray: Legend and 
Leisure, was written last year by Coy 
Bayne, and features many interesting 
details on the history, lore and recrea
tional opportunities of Lake Murray. 

Santee-Cooper 

By far the best known of the inland 
lakes, the Santee.Cooper project is rated 
as one of the top five fishing lakes in the 
country . It is famous for its landlocked 
striped bass. The lake is connected to 
the ocean and the world by a canal. 
Sea-going yachts are moored all along 
Marion and Moultrie with a five-hour 
access to the Atlantic and the lntercoastal 
Waterway. 

Completed in 1941 by the South 
Carolina Public Service Authority and 
administered by that agency, Lakes 
Marion and Moultrie stretch from the 
High Hills of the Santee down to the 
lowlands of the coastal region-Swamp 
Fox country. The wilderness atmosphere 
and back-to-nature flavor of hunting and 
fishing lure millions to the· hundreds of 
miles of shoreline. 

Residents of any towns near the gigan
tic complex cannot help but be attracted 
to the recreational opportunities which 
I ie so close at hand. After all, there are 
those who travel hundreds of miles to 
fish, hunt and sail on Marion and Moul
trie. Several companies have either com
pleted or are in the planning stages of 
new residential and recreational living 
areas- Santee Shores, Santee Resort and 
Goat Island Resort are among these. 
Developers are offering waterfront and 
golf course housing along most of the 
Santee.Cooper complex shoreline. 

This is by no means a complete, 
exhaustive study of the possibilities for 
permanent and leisure living on South 
Carolina's great lake system. With new 
emphasis on ecological balance, de
velopers are now trying to provide op
portunities for families to enjoy the 
advantages of the lakes without undue 
spoilage of the things that nature put 
there to attract mankind in the first 
place . Whether for a weekend, a week or 
for permanent living, South Carolina's 
inland lakes provide at least some chance 
for relaxed, recreational living- and it's all 
with in a few hours' drive. 
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KEOWEEKE~ 
PART OF SOUTH CAROLIN~S BEST KEPT SECRET 

HISTORY 
Let's face it. Part of getting away from it all is getting away. And you can't do that 

on the coast. Or Florida. Or the city. There's just too many people. 
South Carolina's early settlers knew what to do. They kept their families in the 

Uplands. Away from the coastal plantations. And the heat, piracy, and pestilence 
there. 

They appreciated the mildness of the seasons and the beauty of the land . The 
Uplands had four distinct seasons. And mountains. And more trees than anyone had 
seen before. In fact, part of the Uplands is in a National Forest system larger than 
Massachusetts. 

But the Uplands were forgotten. They 
remain fresh and unspoiled. The air is still 
pure. The water is still clean. And the views 
are still uncluttered. 

Keo wee Key is in the center of al I of th is. 
It's a peaceful community on the shores of 
Lake Keowee, in its early stages of develop 
ment. It has been designed to fit in with the 
existing order, to enhance what's already 
there. 

The Uplands, South Carolina's best kept 
secret. Fortunately. 

THE LAKE 
First of all, it's just big enough . 18,400 

acres of water and about 300 miles of 
shorelines. Unlike some of the huge reser
voirs, it's relatively undiscovered. You don't 
compete with millions of others for space at 
Lake Keowee. 

You can go boating, fishing, swimming, 
and skiing in clear water. That is a refreshing 
change from many other lakes. The lake is a 
part of a watershed and it's isolated from big 
cities . Pollution should never be a problem. 

Scores of little coves dot the shoreline, 
making excellent secluded fishing spots . The 
bass fisherman have held tourneys on Lake 
Keowee for two years in a row now. And 
every year the fish get bigger and better. 

SUMMERTIME. 

WHEN THE FISHIN' IS EASY. 

Obtain the HUD Property 
Report from developer and 
read it before signing any
thing. HUD neither approves 
the merits of the offering nor 
the value, if any, of the 
property. 

THE LAND 
It's beautiful. Gently rolling hills . More 

plant life than most anywhere in the United 
States. 

It's ruggedly beautiful land. It will remain 
almost as wild and natural as it is today. 

There is a golf course almost ready. It's a 
fabulous championship course with only one 
flaw in the eyes of even the most dedicated 
golfer . The views from the tees. They're so 
breathtaking that concentration on the game 
may be difficult. 

And of course, a clubhouse . The pro
posed structure is stil I in the planning stages. 
It will be designed into the land. A part of 
what's there. We don't want any ostenta
tious buildings that grate on the eye. 

To help ensure that construction disturbs 
the land as little as possible, we've adopted 
some rules. Like no trees larger than 3 inches 
around to be cut without written permis
sion. And we have a qualified review com
mittee to look at house plans before they're 
built. Necessary rules, we think to assure 
you that Keowee Key will always be natural 
as possible . 

Proposed multi-family dwellings are being 
planned of natural materials. They will be 
close to the lake. You'll have a view of the 
land from your windows, not the neighbor's 
back door. 

Several homes are being started right 
now- private homes tastefully done. Homes 
that you can buy. It's part of an effort to 
offer you the perfect year around resort 
community. 

For more information send us the 
coupon. Or write direct if you have specific 
questions. Our address is: 

Keowee City 
Piedmont Center 

Villa Road 
Greenville, South Carolina 29607 

I certai nly would like to kn ow 
more about Keowee Key. Te ll me 
about it. 

My name: _ ________ _ 

Address: _ _______ _ _ 

Ci ty : _________ _ _ 

State: __________ _ 



palmetto 
profiles 

MAKING SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORY TODAY 

Thomas S. Gettys ... 
U. S. Congressman 

T
here are many Toms in the Rock Hill 
environs; but there's only one whose 
name, mentioned on the street, in a 

barber shop, post office, Sunday School 
or country club, might evoke: 

"Did you see Tom yesterday?" 
"What was Tom here for?" 
"Some kind of speech, I think." 
"Gee, I needed to see him. He play 

any golf?" 
"A little." 
"Any good?" 
"Well, you know ... same as usual." 
They're talking about a hometown 

boy who has the friendship, admiration 
and oftentimes genuine affection of those 
who know him, and most folks in the 
area do. He's Thomas Smithwick Gettys, 
outspoken congressman from the 5th 
District. In Rock Hill, though, he's still 
"Tom." 
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By Harper S. Gault 

And now, Tom is coming home for 
good, retiring from the "Hill" at the end 
of this congressional session to take up 
his law practice again, play a little golf 
and work and relax among the friends 
and neighbors where he was raised. Per
haps, after some 40 years as a public 
servant in one capacity and another the 
last 10 in Washington, Tom deserves ;ome 
rest. 

Tom was born in Rock Hill June 19, 
1912; attended public schools, Clemson 
University and graduated from Erskine 
College in 1933. He was a Rock Hill High 
School history teacher and assistant foot· 
ball coach, junior high and elementary 
school principal. From 1941 to 1951 he 
was secretary to Congressman J. P. 
"Dick" Richards, interrupted by a four
year Navy hitch. In Washington he 

studied law at night, later passing the bar. 
Back in Rock Hill in 1951 he was 
postmaster for three years, then practiced 
law until 1964. 

His desire to be a congressman, 
kindled by his experience as Richards' 
aide, finally bore fruit 25 years later. He 
was elected in 1964 for a short unexpired 
term and then to five full sessions follow
ing. He made 37 trips from Washington 
into the district in 1973, mainly to make 
speeches. 

His main contribution, he feels, is in 
the legislative process: enabling the Ex
port-Import Bank to increase our exports; 
obtaining a better balance of trade for the 
United States; restricting Japanese textile 
imports and similar work on the national 
level. Working with his House Banking 
Committee, Tom has sought to "keep our 
financial institutions strong"-the Federal 
Reserve, national banks, savings and loan 
associations and credit unions. As a 
member of the small business sub-com
mittee he was named by the National 
Federation of Independent Business 
South Carolina's "Man of the Year" in 
both 1971 and 1972. On the House 
Administration "housekeeping com
mittee" Tom's economy practices have 
cast him in the role of federal penny
pincher. 

Strict Associate Reformed Presby
terian upbringing ingrained in Tom un
swerving, honest conviction in what he 
believes to be right. He once stopped a 
high school football game he was referee
ing to find out "who it is don't like the 
officiating." A life-long Democrat, he 
never bought the old saw "to get along, 
go along." On the House Banking Com
mittee he successfully opposed veteran 
Chairman Wright Patman of Texas who 
sought to launch a Watergate probe long 
before the Senate inquiry. Tom's objec
tion was not on the propriety of the 
investigation as such, but on grounds it 
was outside the province of this com
mittee. 

A letter recently delivered to Tom's 
office commented, "You will leave the 
Congress with many outstanding achieve
ments and my profound gratitude." On 
White House stationery, the letter had 
received the personal touch of the author. 
It bore the bold, scrawled initials, "R.N." 

Harper 5. Gault; a former newspaperman 
and free-lance writer, is currently an 
executive for WRHI radio in Rock Hill. 
He is the author of Big Thursday, a 
story of the Clemson-Carolina football 
rivalry. 
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By Dale Perry 

Harriett Gibson ... Newcomer's Service Director 

If you absolutely do not want to move 
to Greenville, do not talk to Harriett 
Gibson. In fact, do not go near her. 
She is convinced that Greenville is the 

best place in the world to live, and just a 
few minutes of listening to her promotion 
on "Why Greenville?" will result in pack
ing your bags and catching the next jet, 
bus or train to the place she predicts will 
become one of the South's largest finan
cial centers. 

Ms. Gibson, who spent her childhood 
and early teen years in the hills of 
Pikeville, Ky., got high on Greenville after 
returning to the job market as director of 
Bankers Trust's "Newcomer's Service 
Division." 

This is not to say she was not in love 
with Greenville before leaving the role of 
a housewife and signing on with Bankers 
Trust. "I've lived in five states, north and 
south, and I would not swap any of them 
for Greenville, S. C." 

What the newcomer's job requires of 
her perhaps reveals why she has such a 
devotion to Greenville. 

Multimillion dollar industries locating 
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in Greenville, such as General Electric and 
Michelin Tire Co., bring with them ad
ministrative staffs and veteran employees 
who never heard of Greenville until they 
found out their company was going to 
locate there. 

"You know people who have been 
living in New York, Ohio, Tennessee, or 
even France and Germany do not want 
to leave to come to Greenville at first, but 
that is mainly because they have never 
been told what the city has to offer," Ms. 
Gibson believes. 

To convince them that Greenville is 
not such a bad place after all, she has put 
together a neat "Newcomer's Package," 
which Bankers Trust sends to prospective 
Greenvillians. The package tells them 
everything from what day to enrol I first
graders in the Greenville County school 
system to how much nuclear energy 
potential the area has with Duke Power's 
Keowee-Toxaway project just 30 miles 
away near Clemson . 

"Prospective newcomers like to know 
what kind of place they are moving to, 
and because I feel people like to be 

treated as people and not as computer-. 
ized numbers, I provide all information I 
can on what Greenville has to offer," Ms. 
Gibson says. 

Often newcomers who become Green
villians are overwhelmed at what the 
community has to offer them . They are 
probably just as overwhelmed at the 
individual attention and services Ms. 
Gibson provides through Bankers Trust. 
Whoever thought a woman in the banking 
business would recommend a doctor or a 
dentist? Or who would think to call a 
woman in banking to ask where they 
could get their hair fixed? And who 
would dare ask a woman in banking to 
find their three college-age sons summer 
jobs in construction? 

Well, Ms. Gibson has done all these. 
And more. 

It is downright entertaining to sit and 
listen to her tell some of the things she 
has done- not only to attract people to 
Bankers Trust but also to Greenville and 
South Carolina. 

"One woman whose husband was in
terested in a job here contacted me and 
wanted to know if Greenville had any 
good interior decorators," Ms. Gibson 
recalled, "and I gave her several interior 
decorating firms to call." 

Then newcomers often want informa
tion about houses that are available in 
Greenville. "I keep close contact with 
several realtors in town, and through 
them I am often able to help newcomers 
find a home." 

A graduate of Fairfax Hall in Virginia, 
Ms. Gibson said her job has brought her 
many new friends, "and for this reason I 
consider my job a rather rewarding one ." 

Since she is often the first contact 
many newcomers have with Greenville, 
Ms. Gibson also considers her job a kind 
of sidelines public relations job for Green
ville and the state. 

From the enthusiasm, interest and 
dedication she shows in attracting new
comers to Greenville and helping them 
get into the quality of life the community 
offers, those who think Greenville and 
South Carolina have a lot to offer certain
ly would not see Ms. Gibson's public 
relations work as coming from the side
lines. 

Not at all. Ms. Gibson is more like on 
the 50-yard line where she can stay on 
top of all the action and score the most 
touchdowns. 

To date, she has a phenomenal score. 

Dale Perry is a staff writer for the 
Greenville News-Piedmont. 
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A
little something special for Mother on 
Mother's Day is always in order
breakfast in bed, lunch at a favorite 

restaurant or a special dinner always 
complements whatever gift the family has 
picked out for Mother. 

And if your family is the do-it-yourself 
type, you may want to prepare a special 
Mother's Day Sunday dinner while the 
Lady of the Day relaxes and wonders 
who is going to clean up the inevitable 
mess. 

Dessert should be something special
something cooling for a warm May after
noon. This simple rainbow sherbet should 
top off a meal with style: 

Place a pint of lime, orange, lemon or 
raspberry sherbet in a mixing bowl and 
let it soften. Gradually add 1 quart of 
milk, mixing with a rotary beater or 
spoon until combined. Add % teaspoon 
of vanilla flavoring and serve in 6 chilled 
glasses. 

A little more elaborate, but just as 
cooling, is this Tropical Ice Cream Pie. It 
is about as failure-proof as the occasional 
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Simple and Elegant 
Desserts 

for NlotherS Day 
cook can hope to find . And it can be 
prepared in advance-if you can keep it 
long enough without everyone raiding the 
refrigerator: 

TROPICAL ICE CREAM PIE 

2/3 cup coconut bar cookie crumbs 
2 tbsp. melted butter 
15-16 coconut bar cookies 
Y, cup broken pecans 
Y, cup caramel or butterscotch ice cream 

topping 
1 can (814 oz. ) crushed pineapple, drained 
3 pints vanilla ice cream 

Combine cookie crumbs and butter. 
Press mixture evenly over bottom of 
buttered 9-inch pie plate . Stand cookies 
upright around edge. The bottom of the 
cookies may have to be trimmed if the 
cookies are too long. Chill the cookie 
shell until fairly cool and solid. Spoon 1 
pint ice cream into shell. Top with Yi ice 
cream sauce, then Yi crushed pineapple _ 
Add additional pint ice cream, then re
maining sauce and pineapple. Top with 
remaining ice cream and freeze until 
serving time. 
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Catalpa "\i\brms: 
A Fisherman's 

Harvest 
By Jackie Odom 

"The early bird gets the worm" may 
have been coined with a double 
meaning, the first having absolutely 

nothing to do with worms; but to the 
enthusiastic fisherman, the quotation has 
literal meaning. He must rise early, in
deed, if he wishes to harvest a larger crop 
of "catawba" worms than do his feather
ed friends. Some birds are quite fond of 
the catalpa worm and will wage war with 
fishermen over what purpose the juicy 
morsels will best serve-bird feed or fish 
bait. 

While the catalpa worm is well known 
to Southern fishermen, many people who 
do not enjoy feeding the fish are unaware 
that such things exist, let alone that they 
are "grown" on trees. 

When I first attempted to discover the 
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origin of the catalpa tree and learn the 
life cycle of its worms, I thought that any 
fisherman could supply the answers. Not 
so! About all the average fisherman could 
contribute was that the colorful worms 
"grow" on the catalpa trees, that there 
may be as many as four crops per season 
and that bream have a weakness for these 
worms. And that's about all he cared to 
know, unless added information would 
increase his catch. 

The word "catalpa" is a Cherokee 
Indian name adopted by the early settlers 
of this continent. Possibly this is the 
reason that it is commonly mispro
nounced "catawba." The catalpa tree is 
not planted for its beauty or shade, 
though in some areas it is used for 
fenceposts. It is planted principally by 
fishermen for the purpose of raising the 
worms. The southern variety appears to 
be domestic, rarely found except in 
yards. 

The catalpa worm is the larva of one 
of the hawk moths, which resembles 

either the tomato or tobacco moth. It is 
gray or brown in color and has a wing 
span of about three inches. Because it 
flies chiefly by night, it is rarely seen. The 
female moth lays as many as 1,000 white 
eggs in clusters on the leaves of the 
catalpa tree. In South Carolina, this usual
ly happens around April. The eggs hatch 
in 10 to 14 days, and at first the tiny 
worms feed in clusters. They will not feed 
on any tree other than the catalpa. 

There is a slight change in color 
patterns as the worms grow, and the 
yellow and black, or green and black, 
stripes become more apparent. The head 
is shiny black, and a black horn is found 
at the tail end. This horn is soft and does 
not act as a stinger. Full-grown catalpas 
may reach three to four inches in length. 
The mature worm crawls down the tree 
trunk and enters the soil close by. There 
he changes to an adult moth, which mates 
and begins laying eggs again. 

There may be three or four genera
tions during a season. If one or more 
broods eat all of the foliage from the tree, 
the tree will put on new leaves. The last 
batch of worms enters the soil after 
becoming full grown and spends the 
winter in the pupal stage. This brood 
emerges as adults just after the trees come 
into full leaf in the spring. 
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Many times the late broods of worms 
are covered with small white cocoons, 
which contain the immature stages of 
tiny wasps. These wasps are parasites, and 
in many cases there are enough present 
on the worms to prove fatal. The adult 
female parasite lays eggs inside the 
catalpa worms and these eggs hatch into 
tiny larvae or worms that feed on the 
inside of the catalpa worm. When they 
reach maturity, they eat their way out of 
the worm and spin the white cocoon on 
the outside of the body. 

Quite often it takes several years for a 
brood of worms to appear on catalpa 
trees. This could be because late broods 
of the preceding year were heavily para
sitized, or because fishermen and birds 
did not allow sufficient numbers to 
winter. Also, nature does not always 
produce broods of worms every year in 
the same locality. Observations indicate 
that catalpa moths tend to seek out the 
more vigorous trees for egg laying. 

·~ 

-All photos by Jackie Odom 

No, this catalpa tree is not dead . 
After the worms have devoured 
the leaves (to fatten themselves 
up for both birds and fish), the 
tree will begin to replenish itself. 
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SANDLAPPER BOOKS 
FOR ADULTS 

BATTLEGROUND OF FREEDOM: South Carolina in 
the Revolution / Nat and Sam Hilborn / illustrated / 
$20.00 

HOME BY THE RIVER / Archibald Rutledge / 
$10.00 

SANDLAPPER 68 / $20.00 

SOUTH CAROLINA: A Synoptic History for Laymen 
/ Lewis P. Jones / softcover / $3.95 

FROM STOLNOY TO SPARTANBURG: The Two 
Worlds of a Former Russian Princess / Marie Gagarine 
I $6.95 

THE PENDLETON LEGACY: An Illustrated History 
of the District / Beth Ann Klosky / $12.50 

THE SOUTH CAROLINA DISPENSARY : A Bottle 
Collector's Atlas and History of the System / Phillip 
Kenneth Huggins / $ I 2.50 

DISPENSARY BOTILE PRICING / $1.00 

SWAMP FOX: The Life and Campaigns of General 
Francis Marion / Robert D. Bass/ $6.95 

WJND FROM THE MAIN / Anne Osborne / $6.95 

A PIECE OF THE FOX'S HIDE / Katharine Boling / 
$8 .50 

SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORY ILLUSTRATED/ All 
four issues of the hardcover quarterly are still available 
/ No. 1, February 1970; No. 2, May 1970; No. 3, 
August 1970; No. 4, November 197P / $4.00 each , 
$12.00 the set. 

THE GREEN DRAGOON: The Lives of Banastre 
Tarleton and Mary Robinson / Robert D. Bass / $6.95 

THE SANDLAPPER COOKBOOK / Edited by 
Joseph T. Bruce, Jr. and Catha W. Reid / $4.95. 

Ill"\' \ 
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SURGEON. TRAD~ 
INDIAN CH1rr ::l fl'tl"S: j\l \'i'J1 .~ 

FROM OYSTER POINT TO KfOWfE 
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PUBLICATIONS 

How To Order: 
1. Print or Type names and ad

dresses (including zip codes). 
2. List titles and quantities being 

ordered. 
3. Add 4 percent S. C. sales tax 

to your order. 
4. Add .50 cents handling and 

postage charge. 
5. Enclose your payment with 

your order or indicate your 
desire to be billed. 

6. Send your order directly to: 

Sandlapper Press, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 1668 
Columbia, S. C. 29202 
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SANDLAPPER BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 

THE SECRET OF TELFAIR INN / Idella Bodie 
illustrated by Louise Yancey / $3.95 

SURGEON, TRADER , INDIAN CHIEF: Henry Wood· 
ward of Carolina / William 0. Steele / illustrated by 
Hoyt Simmons/ $4.50 

LORD OF TIIE CONGAREE/ William H. Willimon / 
illustrated by Hoyt Simmons / $4.50 

THE NAME GAME: From Oyster Point to Keowee / 
Oaude and Irene Neu ff er / illustrated by Nance Studio 
/ $3.95 

TURNING THE WORLD UPSIDE DOWN / William 
and Patricia Willimon / illustrated by Hoyt Simmons/ 
$4.95 

THE WHANG DOODLE: Folk Tales From the Caro
linas / edited by Jean Cothran / illustrated by Nance 
Studio / $3.95 

ADVENTURES IN SOUTH CAROLINA / coloring 
book / $1.25 

THE· MYSTERY OF THE PIRATE'S TREASURE / 
Idella Bodie / illustrated by Louise Yancey / $3.95 

~11 

FOR SANDLAPPER 
COLLECTORS 

SANDLAPPER BINDERS 

Vol.1-1968 Vol. 11-1969 

Vol. 111-1970 Vol. IV-1971 

Vol. V-1972 Vol. Vl-1973 

Vol. Vll-1974 

$4.00 and .16 S.C. Sales Tax 
EACH 
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The elegance of Tara is now aboard Rhett Butler's ship. 
Permanently moored on the bank of the Cooper River, 

the "Scarlett O'Hara" offers amiable relaxation in 
the Paddle Wheel Bar, dancing in the Cargo 

Hold, and Continental or American 
cuisine in the Nassau Room. 

Come aboard ..... 

Charlotte Street at the Cooper River 
Charleston, S. C. 

Reservations - 577-6612 

FOR FATHER'S DAY 
Give him 
a gift 
he'll be proud 
to wear ... 
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Give your favorite man a true South Carolina gift: tie tack ($3.00) or cuff 
links ($6.00) displaying the Palmetto tree and crescent in white and silver on 
a rectangular blue field, or the popular "South Carolina Tie" made of 100% 
polyester with an embroidered Palmetto Tree and crescent in white on your 
choice of navy blue, brown, yellow or maroon, or in white with blue 
embroidery for only $7.75. 

Moss&Kuhn 
P. 0. l:30X 432 
BEAUFORT, S. C. 29902 

Observing catalpa trees from the time 
the first brood of worms hatches until the 
last buries for the winter is most interest
ing. The worms gradually eat all foliage 
until the tree is completely stripped of 
any green. This does not kill the tree; if 
the season is not over, it will put out 
again immediately . 

Catalpa worms are seasonal, but ardent 
year-round fishermen have discovered 
that they can be frozen and served to red 
breast as "TV dinners." 

The catalpa trees are easily grown, and 
more and more fishermen are planting 
them in their backyards. Unfortunate 
wives, who have a fear of creepy , crawly 
things, must either learn to tolerate them 
or make their backyards off limits during 
catalpa worm season. 

Jackie Odom is a free-lance writer from 
Norway, 5. C. 
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N
ow that the season for bathing suits 
and beachwear is rapidly approach
ing, many of us are discovering that 

winter fat is getting harder to lose every 
year. I ran into the problem last year-I 
caught a bad case of The Flab. It wasn't 
so much a question of fat; it was more a 
matter of having a new job that required 
a lot of sitting and a new husband who 
was delighted to try out exotic dishes 
from all the cookbooks we got as wed
ding gifts. As usual, though, the new 
husband didn't catch The Flab-I did. 
And, as is also usual, the new husband 
requested, firmly, that The Flab be 
gotten rid of. 

The trouble with getting rid of flab is 
that it requires exercise. And let's face 
it-how much do you enjoy toe touchings 
and sit-ups, especially when you have to 
suffer through them alone? 

After the first evening of my self
designed exercise program (10 sit-ups and 
zero toe touchings), I gave up gracefully 
and called the European Health Spa; I 
figured I could do a lot better if the 
groans I heard weren't all my own. 

The European Health Spa people have 
set up a multimillion dollar business to 
deal with the problems of desk people 
who try to keep as healthy and physically 
fit as they can. (These days it is hard to 
find the time and opportunity for the 
old-fashioned outdoor labor which used 
to keep people more fit than they wanted 
to be.) The Spa caters not only to people 
who need to tighten up flabby muscles 
and shed pounds and inches, but also to 
people who, for medical purposes, must 
avail themselves of specialized exercise/ 
health equipment on a regular basis. 
Although many people purchased lifetime 
memberships to the Spa for a relatively 
small amount (under $500) when the 
organization first opened, the regular fee 
now is a standard $17 per month, with 
the contract lasting a minimum of two 
years; occasionally short-term specials 
(like $10 for 10 visits, the visits to be 
made within one month) are offered, but 
these seem to be sales gimmicks to attract 
customers to regular membership. You 
commit yourself to about $400, to be 
paid over a two-year period, for the use 
of Spa facilities. 

And what can you get for the $400? 
Well, from ads and the television com
mercials, I envisioned the Spa as sort of a 
cross between my college gym and one of 
those exotic massage parlors we hear 
about. (It turned out I was about half 
right on both counts.) 
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First, you are entitled to use the most 
modern and sophisticated equipment in 
the world. Many of the machines actually 
eliminate the sweat and pain of exercise; 
you just stand or sit or lie down while the 
machine bumps, pounds, rolls, or swivels 
the fat off. You have, in addition, mats 
and tables to recline on while you do leg 
lifts or weight lifts, you have bicycle 
machines to warm up on, you have a 
jogging tread mil I machine and you have 
an entire wall of mirrors in which to 
watch yourself as you get pounded into 
shape. 

And you have trained people there to 
help you. On your first visit you get 
measured-everywhere, it seems-and an 
instructor will help you set realistic goals 
for weight loss and measurements. Gabby 
Perkins, manager of the ladies' program at 
a Columbia Spa, proudly says, "We can 
help you make your body be anything 
you want it to be-we can completely 
remake it for you." Even though this 
sounds like the lead-in for "The Six 
Million Dollar Man," you'll find that, 
with the possible exception of altering 
your height, the Spa is certainly able to 
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make a lot of changes possible. I'm not 
sure how much formal training the 
instructors have, but they certainly do 
look very healthy and fit. 

After you set your personal goals, the 
instructors design a program of exercises 
which, if followed carefully, should give 
you the desired results. They teach you 
how to use the machines and tell you the 
number of exercises to do; and if you 
forget how to operate the equipment, 
they are generally pretty nice about 
showing you a second and even a third 
time. 

Once you get through with your exer
cise routine, the most pleasant and lux
urious benefits of membership are waiting 
for you. You can use a private sun room 
in order to keep a tan all year long; a 
sauna or a steam room; and the eucalyp
tus room, where steam saturated with oil 
of eucalyptus is guaranteed to open your 
sinuses wider than you ever thought 
possible. 

The whirlpool baths and swimming 
pool are the ~pa's greatest attractions. 
Gabby Perkins points out that fees for 
using the whirlpool in hospital facilities 
are more expensive than Spa membership, 
and she admits candidly that probably 60 
percent or more of the Spa's membership 
uses the facilities on "doctor's orders." 

There are also numerous extras-which 
are yours for extra fees. You can indeed 
get a massage. For the ladies there is (at 
certain times) a beautician who can give 
all the services offered by your favorite 
salon. As you leave the Spa, the manage
ment suggests a drink-selected from a 
wide variety of fruit juices at the health 
bar. These services are not part of the 
membership package but are paid for 
separately each time they are used. 

I guess every member will have his or 
her favorites; I loved the whirlpool and 

-All photos by Larry Cribb 

The European Health Spa attracts all ages 
of people who come in for the Spa's 
physical fitness program. The Spa makes 
the necessary work as painless as possible. 
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swimming pool, detested the treadmill. 
Most members are content, once they 
reach their goals, to avail themselves more 
and more frequently of the fun things, 
like the swimming pool, working out only 
15 or 20 minutes before hitting the 
showers and relaxing. 

But there are catches: The two main 
ones are, naturally, time and money. I 
found, despite careful scheduling, that it 
became harder and harder to get away 
even twice a week, and almost impossible 
three times. If you work, especially, you 
are almost forced to go at night and on 
weekends; and it is a sacrifice to give up 
time with the family and chores around 
the house. 

As for the money, if you visit three 
times a week, you are paying a little over 
$1 per visit-certainly a fair fee. On the 
other hand, you can join the "Y" for less 
and, although their list of equipment is 
neither so extensive nor so sophisticated, 
you can maintain your health and fitness, 
minus the luxury. And you can exercise 
at home, in pain and misery, for nothing. 

Also, just as some people are reluctant 
to commit themselves to time payments 
for furniture, cars, etc., some people are 
unwilling to commit themselves to $17 a 
month for a minimum of two years-and 
for longer if they continue to enjoy 
membership. 

At any rate, the Spa does offer a 
"gimmick" for keeping fit-luxury. The 
Spas can make exercise as close to pain
less as possible, and they can give the 
incentive of relaxation and pampering 
after the exercise period is finished each 
visit that makes it enjoyable. But it's still 
up to you to impose upon yourself the 
discipline of making time to exercise
whether the exercise is done at home, at 
the Spa or anywhere else. And if you 
have any doubts about your ability to 
discipline yourself, consider well before 
you join that you will be unhappy about 
paying $17 a month for facilities you 
can't force yourself to use. 

When you try on your bathing suit this 
season and decide that parts of you have 
got to go, consider your time, money and 
amount of self-discipline; the import 
thing is to get rid of the flab, the most 
satisfactory way possible. Because, even 
though the highly advertised slogan of the 
Spa is "I want your body," you know 
deep down that, more than your body, 
they want your dollars; you should con
sider all your options before you decide 
the most satisfactory method of staying 
healthy and fit-the ultimate goal. And 
how you get there can make a lot of 
difference. 

EnnY 
M£R(KXcYCLES 

-~ 
SPECIAL MODEL 110 $144.00 
Frame sizes: 21 Y," 23" 24" 25" 
Wheels: 27x1Y. H.D. on L/F A.A. hubs 
Crank: Sugino-Maxi alloy, cotterless 
Brakes: Weinmann centre-pull 
Gears: Simplex 10-Speed Fork: 6" chrome 
Stem: Alloy, Maes Bend Saddle: Plastic 

r1CitYi 
30~i(2YC!~~2 

West Columbia 

FRAME SIZE: 

2111, 

COLOR: 

ORANGE 

LADIES' 

23 24 

BLACK 

MEN'S 

25 

WHITE 

(Please circle appropriate specifications) 
Allow 3 weeks for delivery. S. C. resi
dents add 4% sales tax . All bikes sent 
freight collect . Additional items: 
Frame Pump $4.75 
Lock & Cable $9.95 

Payment Enclosed,---'$"----------
Master Charge No. _________ _ 
Bank Americard No. ________ _ 
Name ______________ _ 

Street or Box ___________ _ 

City tate ip __ 
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SEAWOOD BULKHEADS PROTECT CHANNEL WALK DEVELOPMENT AT WRIGHTSVILLE BEACH, NORTH CAROLINA. 

SEAWOOD - trademarked to 
assure you of superior protection, 

performance and beauty. 

Another Quality Product of 

Southern Wood Piedmont Company 
<f!l{p Headquarters: P. 0. Box 5447, Spartanburg, S. C. 29301 
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A walk through the streets 
of historic Charleston offers a 
thousand delights: hidden 
gardens, lovely homes, sea 
breezes and some of the best 
and most unusual examples of 
decorative ironwork found in 
the South. 

The ironwork patterns in the gate of St. 
Michael's, left, are so light and delicate 
they seem to be sketched with pen and ink. 
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The heavy wrought iron railings of the Public 
Market, left and right, cast lacy shadows on 
the steps overpowering a little girl on the street. 

Two views of the residence at 116 Broad St., 
once owned by John Rutledge and later by 
Robert Goodwyn Rhett, show the 19th cen
tury facade of intricate railings and balconies. 

Even the fences are fascinating. Clockwise from top : A 
row of linked spears encircles St. Johns Lutheran 
Church; a rusted iron numeral "6" marks the entrance 
to one home; the College of Charleston is enclosed by 
a rare ball and twist fence; another fence combines 
the spear motif topped by a decorative halberd . 
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A row of colorful tulips in earthen
ware pots, right, follows 

the contours of a simple iron railing. 

\ 
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Qlimpse through the delicate and ornate 
'es at 12 Orange St., left, reveals a 
cious home and formal gardens in full color . 
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Gate designs are perhaps the most fasci
nating ironwork features a visitor might 
find . Clockwise, from left, the spear and 
halbert motif graces an entrance gate to 
the Gibbes Art Gallery; 143 Tradd St. 
boasts a gate with an ornate spear design; 
a lacy pattern tops the ironwork arch 
over the driveway at the Gibbes Art 
Gallery; the well-known Sword Gate, 
with swords facing one another on each 
half of the gate, is located at 32 Legare 
St.; the Mitre Gate is named for the 
bishop's cap dominating its design. 

Above, the morning glory pattern in 
the wrought iron balcony of the 
Dock Street Theatre frames the spire 
of historic St. Phillips Church . 
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If you're buying a home in Myrtle Beach 
to l:>e on the oceanfront 

and away from the crowds . . . 
it should be a Gulf Stream Villa. 

Where else can you swim, ski, sail and fish at your back door? Gulf Stream Villas located 
south of Garden City, a quiet family beach, offers the ultimate in location. All the excitement and 
activity of the beach in a tranquil seaside setting can be yours at Gulf Stream Villas. When was 
the last time you went digging for clams or brought home your own freshly caught shrimp? It's all 
here, just across the street, at Main Creek of Murrells Inlet. Golf and tennis are minutes away at the 
best clubs in the south. 

The vi I las are designed to complement the shore and constructed for years of easy I ivi ng with 
minimum maintenance. Only thirty six villas will be placed on 620 feet of oceanfront property to 
assure a spacious environment. These luxurious 2, 3, and 4 bedroom residences range from $75,000 
to $97,500 (prices subject to change without notice). 

Join "THE REGIME OF HAPPY LIVI NG". Come and see an unforgettable sunset over Murrells 
lnlet--a view that can be yours every evening at Gulf Stream Villas. 

If you've been dreaming of waking up to an ocean sunrise - send for our free brochure and we'll 
send you an eye opener. 

Gulf Stream Villas, a project of Inlet Development Corp. 
P.O. Box 366, Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577 
Phone 803-236-2114 

This offer void where prohibited by law. e=;;:=--~ ~ -- -~-- -

GULFSTREAM 
""- ' 

Please Send Free Brochure To: 
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The imposing home at 14 Legare 
St. is entered through intri
cately patterned gates topped 
with pineapple gate posts. 
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A light and lacy gateway, left, 
is half hidden in the 
arched entrance it guards. 

A surprising ironwork accent, 
below, an anchor and chain grace 
a residence on Church Street. 

The lacy effect of the morning glory 
pattern frames the balcony 
of the Dock Street Theatre. 
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You don't have to be an art 
expert to appreciate the gran
deur and beauty of old 
Charleston; all you need is the 
time to take a stroll. Charming 
scenes can be found around 
each corner and down every 
street in the historic section. 
And the ironwork gates, 
balconies and railings will cast 
their /ace-like shadows over 
you as you stroll by, wherever 
you go. 

The South Gate at St. Phillips is 
composed of several delicate 

and symmetrical motifs, com
bined to give a formal and 

beautiful entrance to the church. 

Three children stroll beside St. 
John's Lutheran Church, their 
forms dwarfed by the church's 
imposing wrought iron gate. 
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For additional information about 
Grandfather Golf and Country Club, 
forward the coupon below to G. F. Co., 
Box 208, Linville, N. C. 28646 Phone 704/898-4512 
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Young trees 
help us breathe. 

Myth or fact? 

For years, many scientists maintained that, because 
young, vigorous forests produce more oxygen than they 
use, they are significant regulators of our oxygen 
supply. Human beings breathe in oxygen and exhale 
carbon dioxide which, in turn, is used by trees. So young 
forests were considered beneficial to man: they 
"helped him breathe." Some time ago, 

The Oxygen Supply 
The current consensus among most of the nation's best
informed scientists is that there is no danger of 
depleting the world's oxygen supply. Tests over the years 
have indicated that the level of oxygen in the atmosphere 

has remained virtually unchanged since 
Georgia-Pacific quoted the experts in 
the literature shown here. 

The literature also told how young 
forests act as natural air conditioners. 
Air in a stand of young trees can be as 
much as 20 degrees cooler than air in a 
nearby meadow or pasture. 

Young trees: 
our most efficient 

air purifier. 

the testing began. The oxygen content 
of the earth's atmosphere is so abun
dant that, it has been determined, if all 
organic life and fossil fuel were totally 
consumed all at once, the supply of 
oxygen would still remain at close to 
the present level. 

Recently, information from recog
nized authorities has indicated that 
some of the statements above may be 
incorrect. Today, most scientists be
lieve that forests add virtually nothing 
to the world's total oxygen supply. And 
the cooling effect of a forest comes from 
little more than the shade of the trees. 

Photosynthesis 

All green plants produce oxygen through 
photosynthesis. The plants, using energy from the sun, 
combine carbon dioxide and water to make food. At the 
same time, they release water and oxygen. Photo
synthesis continues until the plants die. Then the 
process is reversed: the dead plants, as they decay, 
consume oxygen and release carbon dioxide and energy. 
According to many scientists, the decaying plants 
consume as much oxygen as they produced when they 
were living. Result: since both the living and the 
dying processes are continual, there is no net gain of 
oxygen in the earth's atmosphere. 

This same principle applies to young trees which, 
of course, are simply giant plants. While they are 
young and vigorous, trees produce more oxygen than 
they use. However, when they grow old and start to die, 
or when they are harvested, photosynthesis slows 
down or stops completely and another process begins. 
Even treated lumber, which may take many generations 
to decay, gradually absorbs oxygen from the air. 

When lumber finally decays entirely, the authorities 
say, it will have absorbed all the oxygen it produced 
when it was a young, growing tree. 

___ ._ ... _T•-
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If the present thinking of most 
scientists is correct, and trees do not 
materially affect the world's total 
oxygen supply, our young forests still 
have many advantages. They are not as 
susceptible to rot, insect infestations, 
and fire as old growth stands. More 
species of wildlife prefer young forests 
because they contain more of a variety 
of food and shelter. And, young healthy 
forests grow rapidly, producing the 
wood and wood fiber man needs now
and will need tomorrow. 

At Georgia-Pacific, young, vigorous 
trees grow in our managed forests. This 

assures man a steady flow of timber along with all the 
environmental benefits of a healthy forest : wildlife 
habitat, watershed and erosion control and, of course, 
all of the recreational uses familiar to us all. By 
constantly improving our methods of timber 
management, we're making sure that all the benefits the 
forest has to offer will be available to everyone. Forever. 

SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE 
"The Forest and You" poster kit shows how Georgia-Pacific 
foresters are improving the forests. Included are free colorful 
posters and a list of endangered species. First kit free. 
Additional kits 50 cents each while supply lasts. 

We will also send you, at your request, articles by leading 
scientists explaining current thinking on the origin and 
stability of the earth's oxygen supply. 

Write: Georgia-Pacific Educational Library, Dept. 4, 
900 S.W. Fifth Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204. 

Georgia-Pacific 
The Growth Company 
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SELECTED POEMS. By Ennis Rees. Il
lustrated by Robert L. Nance. University 
of South Carolina Press. 231 pages. 
$14.95; $3.95 in paperback. 

Dr. Ennis Rees is a poet and a profes
sor of English at the University of South 
Carolina. Parents may be familiar with 
some of his books of children's verses; 
others may have read his translations of 
the Iliad and the Odyssey. Selected 
Poems is a Rees sampler and can be 
enjoyed by both those acquainted and 
those unacquainted with his previous 
work. 

The book is divided into four parts. 
The first section contains most of the 
original verse published in Poems, 7964. 
The poems here are generally lighter than 
those in Part Two. Many are poems of 
close observation punctuated with a 
startling or humorous insight in the last 
few lines. The poet reveals himself as a 
watcher and sympathetic understander of 
humans and the human condition. The 
people here are almost as often children 
as adults. The poems are short and 
compact, wasting neither words nor time. 
"Legend," which describes a chance 
glimpse of Einstein and separates the man 
from the myth, while showing such 
separation impossible, is one of the out
standing poems of th is section. 

Section Two contains new poetry and 
a change in style and tone. There are 
eight short poems in th is section in which 
we can see, in such poems as "Primeval 
Apollo" (in which an early critic gets his 
just desserts?) and "The Hypochondriac," 
the same wry irony which characterizes 
Part One. But we also see in "Children's 
Games" a startling dark reversal of expec
tations that Section One, for the most 
part, lacked. 

The close observation and insight are 
still present in this section and continue 
in the long stanzaic narrative, "Daze," the 
story of a singular girl and her encounters 
and conflicts in life. (An inadequate 
description-something like describing the 
Iliad as the story of part of a ten-year 
siege.) The narrative is fascinating, dark at 
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times and occasionally uneven, as if this 
line or that had to be pushed a little too 
far to make it conform. "Snakes and 
Butterflies," the third division of Section 
Two, takes its title from a line in "Daze." 
It is here that the difference in style and 
tone become obvious. "Snakes and 
Butterflies" consists of 35 separate but 
related poems. It is a series of dream-like 
visions, most of them nightmarish, dis
playing the logically disjointed illogic and 
mid-scene fade-outs common to dreams. 
The themes and images of the poems will 
give Freudians and dream-analyzers many 
hours of puzzled delight. 

Section Three contains selections from 
Rees' Fables From Aesop, and if you 
have read no Aesop, I would advise you 
to ignore other versions. The superb 
poetry adds an element of delight that is 
woefully lacking in prose. Poetry also 
adds a new dimension to Homer in 
Section Four; and, best of all, these 
sections of Aesop and Homer are only 
tantalizing selections from full-length 
books. 

Selected Poems also contains nine 
monoprints by Robert L. Nance. One 
could only wish for more. 

As a whole, Selected Poems deserves 
to be read. It is uneven at times, as all 
such collections are, but contains, for the 
most part, good to excellent verse. One of 
the most pleasing aspects of the collec
tion is Rees' constant undercutting, 
never allowing the poetry to take itself 
too seriously-a very refreshing attitude. 
Not everyone will like every poem in 
Selected Poems; that's what makes it a 
sampler. WBC 

Reproductions of the 
Colonial lronworkers Art 

Charleston Gates 

Circa 1790 

Circa 1740 Circa 1850 

Our Charleston gates are faithfully 
reproduced in much the same 
manner as they were originally 
made by early Colonial iron
workers. Castings were copied 
from the originals. 

Send for brochure showing many 
other sizes and styles of gates, 
window grilles, fireplace acces
sories, mailbox stands, foot 
scrapers, bakers' racks, wrought 
iron headboards and many 
other handwrought items. 

Workshop open for browsing 
2237 Commerce Drive 
Columbia, S. C. 
256-7943 

DIXIE IRON WORKS 
Columbia, S. C. 
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Leisure Living 

LITCHFIELD BEACHES 
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Litchfield Beaches: white sand, blue 
skies and warm sunshine. One of 
South Carolina's most recently de-

veloped beach areas, it is located midway 
between Myrtle Beach and historic 
Georgetown. 
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There are two Litchfield Beaches
North Litchfield and South Litchfield, 
each stretching approximately five miles. 
Both are vacation resorts for a short 
weekend or a longer period of time, 
offering something of interest for every
one. Many fine motels and golf courses 
are located in the area, as well as Litch
field Country Club, which has an 18-hole 
championship golf course and indoor/ 
outdoor tennis courts, all available to the 
weekending or vacationing player for a 
fee. 

For complete relaxation there is surely 
no better way to relax than to I ie on the 
warm sand, listen to the sound of the surf 
and watch the ocean for boats, porpoises 
and fishing birds. 

Walking the beach is a fascinating 
pastime that can easily make a beach
comber of anyone. There are always 
treasures washed ashore : water-sculptured 
driftwood, sharks' teeth, pieces of fossil 
bone, shells and sometimes an Indian 
arrowhead. The southern Atlantic coast 
offers fine shell hunting, and Litchfield 
has its share waiting to be found. 

The nearby marshes become a fisher
man's heaven when the weather and 
seasons cooperate to offer such culinary 
delights as flounder, bass, oysters, shrimp 
and crab. 

Directly north of Litchfield Beaches 
are Brookgreen Gardens and Huntington 
Beach State Park. Once the winter home 
of Anna Hyatt Huntington, the sculp
tress, and her husband, both areas have 
been opened to the public. The estate was 
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developed as a garden setting for Mrs. 
Huntington's sculpture. The sculpture 
collection has expanded to include the 
work of many other American sculptors, 
while the gardens feature over 500 varie
ties of plants and a zoo containing 
animals of the area. 

In the vii I age of M urrells Inlet, five 
miles north of Litchfield Beaches, deep
sea fishing trips are available, and on good 
days the fishermen return with catches of 
flounder, red snapper and sea bass. 

Murrells Inlet also offers a selection of 
fine seafood restaurants, oyster roasts and 
fish markets. 

Due south of Litchfield Beaches lies 
Pawleys Island. Settled over 200 years 
ago, some of its houses date back to the 
1700s. It is famous for its hand-knotted 
rope hammocks, countless delicious 
Low.Country seafood recipes and its 
legendary ghostly Gray Man. 

Throughout the area are historic 
churches, plantations and ancient houses 
with resident ghosts, haunted gardens and 
cemeteries; and for the factual historian 
there are sites where American history 
was made. 

Though some of the houses at Litch
field Beaches are second homes, there are 
numerous year-round residences, oc
cupied by retirees and people who work 
in the nearby towns. Many of the beach 
houses are available to rent during the 
summer and offer an excellent way for a 
family to enjoy a beach vacation at 
nominal cost. Vacationers come from as 
far away as Canada. Fabulous ocean-front 
condominiums are being built in both 
North and South Litchfield beaches and 
townhouses are being constructed along 
the edge of the marsh in South Litchfield 
to accommodate the increasing numbers 
of people who find Litchfield beaches an 
ideal vacation land. 
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MyFriend 
Who Fired on 

the Star of the !fist 

By MIRIAM B. KEELER 

Picture a freshman girl walking down the Main 
Drag, the broad pavement leading to the main 
building at the University of Texas in the late 

1920s. Approaching her, a striking man comes into 
view. Tall and erect, he has white hair reaching to his 
shoulders in that day of short haircuts. He also has a 
long white moustache, Texas-Ranger style. He wears a 
Prince Albert coat, a broadbrimmed black Southern
colonel hat, and a soft, flowing white tie. Above his 
aquiline nose twinkle a pair of alert, bright blue eyes. 

"Who is that?" 
"Oh, that's Col. Simkins. He fired the first shot of 

the Civil War." 
Being curious by nature, I promptly went to the 

library and looked at several histories; nowhere could 
I find any statement that someone named Simkins 
had begun the great conflict, so I relegated the 
statement to the limbo of lore naturally springing up 
in any university about distinctive characters on 
campus. 

I 
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But Col. Simkins himself, though in his eighties, 
was not to be relegated to the past; he was actively of 
the present. 

At his age he was a professor emeritus; but he was 
still considered a proud and ornamental pillar of the 
law school. Each year at the beginning of May, senior 
law students brought their girls to a convocation to 
be addressed by Col. Simkins, a master of the great 
art of Southern oratory, and particularly good when 
ladies were present. For a girl to be invited to this 
annual event was a cherished accolade. 

For a year or two I admired him from afar, and 
then I moved into a sorority house next door to his 
home, where he lived with his daughter. We both 
took advantage of this proximity, and when I 
published a very bad sonnet in the campus magazine 
entitled "On Being Kissed by Colonel Simkins," we 
became good friends indeed. 

His conversation was far-ranging and interesting. 
"Miriam," he said, "a man has not lived long enough 
to have any perspective on I ife until he is past 60. 
Nowadays people are much impressed with the voice 
of Galli-Curci; but I have heard Jenny Lind." He also 
assured me that he had written none of his many law 
textbooks, widely adopted by law schools, until after 
that mellow 60-year point had been reached. 

He knew that he was a strikingly handsome man. 
"Sargent asked to paint me," he once told me, "but I 
have promised a fine painter who is a friend of the 
family that she shall be the only one who may do 
so." 

I was not surprised that a woman painter was 
selected. Ladies liked the Colonel, and he liked them. 
Every Friday night he had a very attractive date, a 
highly suitable one. A delightful woman-"The 
Widow Brown"-had lived in Austin for many years. 
She had lived most comfortably and with consider
able prestige. A matronly friend once took me to one 
of Mrs. Brown's Thursday afternoons. Only during 
World War I, when she was very busy with the Red 
Cross, had Mrs. Brown allowed anything to interfere 
with receiving guests for tea at her Thursday after
noon open house. She was almost as well known by 
sight in the city as Col. Simkins was on campus, for 
she had the last functional surrey in Austin. Whenever 
she sallied forth, she rode in that immaculate carriage 
drawn by two sleek brown horses and driven by a 
uniformed coachman. Naturally this was the lady the 
Colonel visited every Friday night, and 1 'm sure she 
gave him an excellent dinner in return for the 
pleasure of his conversation and aristocratic 
company. 

After my sorority built a new house on the other 
side of the campus, my friendship with the Colonel 
did not cease. I was delighted when he walked a half 
mile to my new home to invite me to his 84th 
birthday party. 

On June 2, 1960, in Charleston, these happy 
memories were galvanized into new life. On that day 
the Charleston Evening Post published a picture of 
the first of eight historical murals to adorn The 
Citadel's Memorial Library. 
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-Photo courtesy Tom Waring 

Above, Cadet W1111am Stewart Simkins, circa 
1860. Below, Col. Simkins as professor 
emeritus at the University of Texas, circa 1927. 

-Photo courtesy Miriam Keeler 
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The subject of this first mural was "The Citadel 
Cadets Firing on The Star of the West", and there in 
the picture, young, vigorous and boldly handsome, is 
my friend, William Stewart Simkins, holding the 
ramrod. The article accompanying this picture tells 
the circumstances and attributes the real first firing 
not to Simkins but to Cadet George Haynesworth . In 
the News and Courier of Jan. 10, 1972, Dr. A.G. D. 
Wiles, author of "The Boys Behind the Gun," a 
booklet published by The Citadel to commemorate 
this firing, states that though Citadel alumni records 
gave the credit to Cadet William S. Simkins, an 
account by Simkins' daughter (no doubt the same 
one who was his much-appreciated companion in his 
house in Austin) confirmed that Simkins was assigned 
to the No. 1 gun, but that Haynesworth had pulled 
the lanyard. 

But the South Carolinian had lived over half his 
life in Texas, and no Texan would admit the truth of 
that Haynesworth story. Perhaps there was a touch of 
Texas flamboyance in the account of the funeral of 
Col. Simkins in Dallas after his death at the age of 86; 
but there was love as well as pride, and surely the 
Texas version might interest many South Carolinians. 

In a three-column, front page story headlined 
"Col. W. S. Simkins, Beloved Texas University Profes
sor, Is Dead," the Dallas News on Feb. 27, 1929, 

Experience 
the Elegance of 
an Antebellum 
Hotel. 
Charleston's newest hotel is also its oldest. Originally built in 
1853, the Mills House was razed to the ground in 1970. Then it 
was reconstructed. As exactly as possible, down to the smallest 
details. But with every modern convenience. The new Mills 
House, in the middle of historic Charleston, embodies all the 
grandeur and elegance of antebellum living. General Lee stayed 
here when he commanded the Confederate Garrison in Charles· 
ton in 1861. We think he'd feel at home again today. You will, 
too. For reservations, see your travel agent or call toll free (800) 
228-9000 for all Hyatt Hotels. 

( ***** Mobil 5-Star Rating) 

The MILLS~ HYATI HOUSE 
Meeting & Queen Streets Charleston, South Carolina 29401 

published a list of honorary pallbearers that read like 
a Texas legal hall of fame. When I read the obituary·, I 
finally got to know a little of his life story. 

Col. Simkins was born in Edgefield in 1842. He 
joined the South Carolina state troops in 1860 and 
was transferred to the Confederate Army after its 
organization with the rank of First Lieutenant of 
Artillery. He fought throughout the Civil War, finally 
surrendering with Johnston's army in April 1865. 

The Colonel was admitted to the bar in 1870 and 
first practiced law in Monticello, Fla. From there, he 
went to Texas in 1873, practicing law in Corsicana, 
then Dal las. He left Dallas in 1899 to become a 
professor of law at the University of Texas in Austin. 

Col. Simkins wrote Simkins on Equity, Simkin 's 
Contracts and Sales, Simkins on Administration of 
Estates in Texas, A Federal Suit in Equity, A Federal 
Suit at Law, Title By Limitation in Texas and 
Lectures on Legal Ethics. 

The News article commented, "Colonel Simkins 
had attained the distinction of being the oldest 
member of the faculty, as well as one of the best 
known and best liked professors on the campus. 
Notwithstanding the fact of his advanced age, he took 
an active interest in all of the affairs of the University 
and also was a keen student of world conditions." 

It also seems that Col. Simkins was responsible for 
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the selection the "patron saint" of the Texas Law 
School, Perigrinus, described by the paper as a 
"curious beast with its long beak wherewith it delves 
into the intricacies of our laws, its flat tail to sweep 
away the obstacles confronting it, with its arched 
back, ready to spring to the defense of those in need 
of equity, and with its feet encased in boxing gloves 
to give a punch to the wayward." 

After describing Col. Simkins' popularity on 
campus ("It was the custom of all of Col. Simkins' 
classes to cheer vociferously when he entered the 
room, which he acknowledged with a bow," the 
paper noted), the account told the story of the 
Colonel's involvement with the first shots of the Civil 
War. 

Cadet William Stewart Simkins was on the parapet 
of The Citadel battery on the morning of Jan. 9, 
1861, when he noticed a steamship approaching on 
the horizon. Alerting the garrison, Simkins joined his 
fellow cadets as they made ready to fire on the Star 
of the West, a Federal ship bringing supplies to 
beleaguered Fort Sumter. The cadets fired 17 shots, 
hitting the ship with three of those shots. The Star of 
the West was forced to turn about and head back to 
sea; she was later captured in Galveston harbor. 
Historians agree that, while these were the actual first 
shots of the Civil War, the Confederacy had not been 
formed. The "first shot" credentials, therefore, usual
ly go to the bombardment of Fort Sumter, with fiery 
Secessionist Edmund Ruffin usually credited as hav
ing fired that first shot. 

When Gen. P.G.T. Beauregard opened fire on Maj. 
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Artist David Humphries 
Miller with the 
mural depicting The 
Citadel battery 
as it fired on the 
Star of the 
West. Simkins 
is the cadet 
with the ramrod. 
Cadet George 
Haynesworth fired 
the first actual 
shot of the war. 

Robert Anderson's command at Fort Sumter in April 
1861, William Simkins was assigned to the No. 1 gun. 
During the four years that followed, Simkins never 
had a furlough and never saw his parents. He fought 
at Manasses and most of the other famous engage
ments of the war, serving in every branch of service 
except the cavalry . He served as commander of 
several different light and heavy artillery batteries, as 
well as staff officer for several generals. 

When Citadel cadets re-enacted the cannonade on 
the Star of West earlier this year, newspaper accounts 
again gave credit to Cadet George Haynesworth as 
having the dubious honor of firing the first shot of 
the Civil War . But the Charleston newspapers did 
mention that young Cadet Simkins first sighted the 
ship. 

The re-enactment brought back old and cherished 
memories of that distinguished, Mark Twainish figure 
on the Texas campus. Whether or not William Stewart 
Simkins fired the first shot of the Civil War, he was 
still remarkable for his military record, his influential 
writings on the law and the mellowed charm of a 
graceful old age. 

Miriam B. Keeler is a former teacher of English at 
Ashley Hall and the College of Charleston. 
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Not one of these men knows everything 
there is to know about finance. 

Home Office : 
1500 Hampton St. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Phone: 256-8971 

They don't have to because they're savings and borrowing specialists. 
And each one knows his specialty. Their business is savings and loans. 
Their business is helping you plan for the future. They're answer men. 

Among them they have the answer to any question you have about savings 
or borrowing. Real help from real specialists, for free. Pointers on 

how to handle money. How to buy or build a house. How to arrange for 
home repairs. How to send your kids to college. And practically anything 

else to do with finance. A visit with Home Federal 's specialists can 
be a pleasant and rewarding experience. Economic and convenient terms 

on mortgage loans, and highest rates on insured savings. 
That's quite a combination. 

HOME FEDERAL 
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION 

Serving South Carolina from Columbia 
John R. Folsom, President 

Seven locations in 
Greater Columbia, Lexington 
and Orangeburg Counties 



Germ.one to Geranium.s 
By Albert P. Hout 

T
he geranium is rapidly becoming one 
of the country's most popular flow
ers for home planting. It is adaptable 

to different environments, available in 
different colors, aromas and types; and, 
best of all, it is very easy to grow. 

Two of the most popular varieties of 
geraniums in South Carolina are Pelar
gonium hortorum and Pelargonium 
peltatum. 

Pelargonium hortorum is generally 
used to make flower beds or borders. Not 
only is it available in a variety of colors 
and forms, but some varieties have 
beautiful, distinguishing leaf markings 
that make them extremely popular. Pelar
gonium hortorum will flower continuous
ly from spring until frost. 

Pelargonium peltatum, often referred 
to as "ivy-leaved" geraniums, has vine-like 
or trailing growth characteristics. It is 
used most frequently in hanging baskets 
and window boxes. It is grown especially 
for its trailing qualities and attractive 
foliage. The flowers are not conspicuous, 
but they exude a lemon, mint, orange or 
rose scent. 

After danger of frost is past plant 
geraniums outdoors in well-drained, 
properly prepared soil. If the soil is 
heavy, add sand and organic matter such 
as peat moss, leaf mold or compost. For 
sandy soil, add only organic matter. Place 
about two or three inches of the additives 
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on the soil and work into the soil to a 
depth of eight to ten inches. Th is is also 
the time to add limestone and fertilizer if 
a soil test indicates the need for them. 
Contact your local nurseryman, county 
or state agricultural agents for this in
formation. A recommended rate of 
fertilizer for most soil is two pounds of 
10-10-10 or 10-6-4 for every 100 square 
feet of bed area, or four pounds of 
5-10-10 or 5-10-5 for every 100 square 
feet of area. 

Geraniums grow best in sunlight. See 
that they get six to eight hours of 
sunlight a day if possible. Flowering may 
be reduced and the plants will grow tall if 
planted in the shade. 

After planting them, water the plants 
thoroughly. They may need to be water
ed throughout the summer. Water by 
soaking the soil to a depth of six inches. 
Avoid sprinkling or splashing water on 
the flowers or foliage because moisture 
aids in the development and growth of 
flower and leaf disease. 

Repeat the application of fertilizer if 
the leaves are small or yellow or light 
green. Water the plants thoroughly before 
applying the fertilizer so the fertilizer will 
not burn the roots. Keep all dead blooms 
and leaves removed to improve the attrac
tiveness of the plant and to eliminate a 
source of disease. 

Many gardeners like to overwinter 

geraniums in the house. To do this, take 
the tip cuttings or slips before frost. 
Simply remove the desired number of 
three to four inches of shoot tips. 
Remove the bottom two or three leaves if 
they are close to the cut. 

Treat the cut end with a rooting 
hormone available at most garden supply 
or hardware stores. Place the cutting in a 
rooting medium such as perlite, vermicu
lite or sand. A flower pot, pan or any 
shallow wooden box that will hold three 
to four inches of rooting media can be 
used as a propagation container. Firm the 
medium, moisten and insert the cuttings 
about one to one-and-a-half inches deep. 
Space the cuttings so there is air move
ment around them. Water thoroughly to 
firm the medium around the base of the 
cuttings. Cover the container with a sheet 
of clear polyethylene plastic to prevent 
excessive loss of moisture from cuttings 
and rooting media. A couple of sticks or a 
wire framework should be used to sup
port the covering. The cover will prevent 
wilting and eventually increase rooting. 

Locate the propagation container in a 
warm, bright area, but not in direct 
sunlight because excess heat will accumu
late under the plastic. The cuttings should 
root in three to four weeks. At that time 
remove them from the propagation media 
and plant in individual containers. 

After potting them, shade the gerani
ums for a few days so that they become 
established; then grow them in the bright
est window in the house. Geraniums 
should have at least four hours of sunlight 
every day to grow and flower properly. 

Albert P. Hout is a free-lance writer from 
Appomattox, Va. 

-Photo by Albert P. Hout 
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Checkered Flags 
and Victory Circle 

"you're driving at an average 200 mph, 
bumper to bumper around in a tight 
circle. The temperature inside the car 

is 150 degrees, and you've been driving 
almost five hours. Every muscle in your 
body screams with pain, but you push, 
push, fighting that animal of a machine. 
Your mouth is full of dust and your head 
is full of noise. When you get out of that 
car, you'll be 15 pounds lighter, and it 
will take three days to get your hearing 
back. If everything goes well you'll drag 
yourself to bed tonight, a 427 cc Chevy 
motor running between your ears. If you 
have the worst day possible, they'll hose 
you out of a wreck, sweep you off the 
track and write your name in bronze 
some place." 

Cale Yarborough talking. The Tim
monsville tornado. 

He races stock cars for a living, push
ing one of the hottest gas pedals since 
Junior Johnson climbed out of cars and 
started building them . 

He leans forward, smiling easily, a 
thick-set, sandy-haired man in pastels and 
boots. He sips his coffee , grins real big 
and adds: "But I sure as hell do love 
racing." 

At 34, Cale is married, has three 
daughters and trucks home $200,000 a 
year, breaking records like China plates . 
He has twice won the prestigious South
ern 500 at Darlington, S. C., and blistered 
victory on most tracks across the nation. 

He's got gasoline running in his veins, 
he'll tell you, explaining, "During a race, 
for me at least, it's like I become a 
machine, and the machine becomes a 
man. I talk to my cars, baby them, shout 
at them, praise them. I feel them live and 
breathe in my hands." 

Mechanics and pit staff are accustom
ed to Yarborough leaping from his car 
and fairly sprinting to victory lane when 
he wins; but they know to keep a low 
profile i.f he loses. 
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As cousin Sammy says, "He gets 
madder than a bear. Sometimes he stays 
mad for three days. He 's the hardest 
driving driver I know." Sammy flies crop 
dusters and says he would rather spray 
flower pots in Manhattan than do one lap 
of the Southern 500 with Cale in second 
place. 

Fans say Yarborough is destined, like 
Junior Johnson, who builds his cars, to 
become a legend in his own time; they 
point to his incredible skill, his fierce 
determination, his youth, his courage. 

Yarborough knows nothing about 
legends. But he admits a funny thing 
happened on the way to bank. "Winning 
money," he explains, "is different than 
working for it. It's like getting cash for 
nothing." 

The racing bug bit Yarborough when 
he was 10 years old, when he left a 
tobacco farm near the tiny South Caro
lina town of Timmonsville to enter his 
very first soap box derby in nearby 
Darlington. 

He came in about halfway down the 
field, but decided, with the kind of raw 
logic that has since served him well, that 
he would have won had he had an engine. 

So young Cale went back to the farm 
to perfect four-wheel drifts in the pickup 
truck. 

At age 15 he helped friends rebuild a 
1935 Ford which he drove to first place 
on an "outlaw" track in Sumter, S. C. He 
knew then that racing would be his life. 

His father also had a passion for stock 
cars, often taking Cale with him to watch 
practice laps at Darlington, just 15 miles 
from his front gate and one of the first 
super speedways in the country . 

When Cale was still a boy, his father 
died in a plane crash; his passing made 
Cale even more determined to master the 
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By Colin Dangaard 
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sport his dad so loved . 
For a while he was sidetracked by 

football, spending four years as halfback 
and linebacker with a semipro team in 
Sumter before entering Clemson Univer
sity . 

But he stayed only a few days in 
college football, then went back to rac
ing. His rise to the big league was swift, 
but not without incident. In 1969 he hit 
an iron wall in Texas, at 200 mph, 
shattering a bone in his back and sustain
ing other injuries which doctors said 
would have killed somebody less physical
ly fit. For seven days he lay unconscious 
in a hospital with little working except 
his heart. The sudden jar had knocked 
out all of his systems. 

But he pulled through for a comeback 
at the Daytona 500 in 1970, where he 
was so angry at the interruption that he 
qualified with a lap record still standing 
today. 

Another time he ducked to miss a 
flock of doves, and the wind got under 
his helmet-he was tire testing in a formu
la car-and "damn near ripped my head 
off." His neck moved with the ease of a 
rusty iron gate for almost two weeks. 

Yarborough has suffered more wrecks 
than he cares to recall, but has survived 
them all to put himself in a mansion on 
five acres in Timmonsville, S. C., and his 
track fortune into real estate, farms, 
apartment blocks and a fertilizer business 
run by his younger brother, J.C. Another 
brother is in the bicycle business. 

He flies to races in his own twin
engine, six-passenger Aztec and in a good 
year will split $400,000 in prize money 
and royalties with Junior Johnson. A full 
$100,000 comes from their sponsor, Kar 
Kare. 

Often wife Betty Jo comes along, 
claiming to enjoy what she sees, but 
Yarborough says, "1 'm sure she doesn't 
like racing. She has learned to live with 
it." 

Yarborough has raced stock cars most 
of his career, with the exception of an 
unsuccessful two-year run at Indianapolis. 
Today he is on top in a sport enjoying 
boom times and standing-room-only 
audiences. 

Says Yarborough: "People are tired of 
formula cars because they build them so 
fast that it's all a man can do to keep one 
of them on the track. Formula racing has 
become a test between driver and track. 
Stock car racing is still driver against 
driver. Also, people can identify with our 
cars, because they're the same as they 
drive to work." 

He remains convinced that stock car 
fans, uni ike people who go to bullfights, 
are not looking for blood. "Remember," 
he says, "that fight fans did not ride a 
bull to the arena, but every race fan drove 
a car to our track." 

Now that the cash is rolling in and 
people are forming long lines at ticket 
offices, Yarborough has become intrigued 
with what the sport is costing him per
sonally. 

"In most other sports," he says, "you 
can call time out. But there's no rest in a 
stock car. Let your mind stray for just 
one second, and you're dead." 

As with the motor he is running, the 
stock car driver must keep his own 
systems operating at peak performance. 
Yarborough says that in the heat of battle 
his senses become so acute that, driving at 
Indianapolis one day, wearing a mask in a 
car reeking of oil and gasoline, he caught 
the scent of a tree blooming some 100 
yards off the third turn. 

"You are," he says, "strung out on 
tension, continuously controlling your 
fear, thereby turning it into what some 
might call courage. On one front, you're 
fighting the track, watching every ripple, 
every angle. On another, you ' re listening 
to the scream of your engine, hearing 
noises that aren't there and praying to 
God you'll hear noises that are . All this 
against a psychological race with the man 
in front: What will he do when you pass? 
ls he wearing down? You run a different 
race with the man behind and the one 
coming up on your side: What are they 
thinking and how do they feel? And then, 
you run a race against yourself : Are you 
really as tired as you feel? ls it just pain, 
or will a cramp freeze your driving arm?" 

Twice now Yarborough has cooperat
ed with doctors trying to define the 
biology of racing strain. They have moni
tored hearts and pulses in the past two 
Southern 500s and come up with find
ings described as "amazing." 

Dr. N. B. Baroody of Florence, S. C., 
one of the monitoring physicians, said the 
pulse rate of one driver almost tripled 
during the race, adding, "There are far
reaching implications to the tremendous 
strain these men take." 

Yarborough admits his own pulse races 
long before he even steps into a car. 
During the actual race, he often finds 
himself screaming abuse at other com
petitors or laughing with sheer joy when 
his engine responds. 

He insists he does not think during 
competition of crashing but sometimes 
wakes in a cold sweat the night before; at 
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Ydh!ll WANT To spENd ETE ty °'4.iiAbRook. 
BuT if you wAiT 100 loNq, you MAY .JiOT GET 
TO spt:i,d EVEN AN 1-tou R Tl-t ERE. 

Only by seeing Seabrook Island for yourself can you experience 
its beauty, its timeless tranquility. It is truly a place to spend eternity. ~, 

But Seabrook Islanders share their hideaway with only a few human neigh~ nd 
Seabrook's wild neighbors, religiously protected during the island 's development. Armies 
of fiddler crabs skitter along the marshes. Stately cranes stroll the tidal creeks. Deer bound 
through the dense thicket . Gulls swoop gracefully over the inland lakes in search of a 
careless mullet, while pelicans inc lose formation patrol the shorelines. 

Seabrook streets and homes have been painstakingly p1aced among the slender 
palmettos and massive old live oaks . .. not in place of them. No bush or animal was 
disturbed if there was any possible way to avoid it. When Seabrook's development is 
completed, there will be only 1 Y4 residences per acre of land. 

The first of Seabrook's championship golf courses is open for play, as are four 
of the dozen fast-dry granule tennis courts. Islanders swim off the white-sand 
ocean beaches, and soon will be enjoying the large freshwater pool and 
the Beach and Cabana Club, currently under construction. Plans for 
the Equestrian complex are maturing fast, and Islanders' boats of all sizes 
will one day be safely moored in Seabrook's sheltered deep-water marina, 
just off the inland waterway. 

All of which makes even eternity seem too imminent for many lslandert 
If you 've been considering an investment in the exclusive elegance 

of Seabrook, do act soon. Activity on the lots offered for purchase 
has been brisk, and the supply is diminishing rapidly. 

And once they're gone, the only way you'll ever see Seabrook 
is to be the guest of an Islander or an Islander yourself. 

Seabrook Island. The rest of your life is a long time to have 
to spend anywhere else. 

To find out more about the place you'll want to spend an 
eternity. contact: 

Seabrook Island Company 
Dept. 36, P.O. Box 99, Charleston, S.C. 29402 
or phone 803/559-0317 

Obtain HUD Property Report from deve oper and read 1t before s1gn1ng anything. HUD neither approves the merits of the 
offering nor the value. if any, of the property This offering is not available to residents in states where prohibited by low. 



Cale Yarborough, the 
Timmonsville 

Tornado, NASCAR 
circuit top 

money winner: 
"There is 

one time driving 
a car when 

I'm more scared 
than any other 

time. Going home 
from the track." 

the wheel, he is consumed only with 
winning. 

Cale is national lap leader this year by 
far, although he has won only four major 
races. As Thomas says: "He will run a car 
into the ground trying to run himself into 
first place. He's not what they call a 
'stroker'; he doesn't sit back waiting for 
somebody else to blow an engine. I saw 
him on a track at Martinsville, Va., get so 
frustrated at not being able to pass David 
Pearson that he ran up the inside-some
thing few drivers would risk. He hit the 
grass, spun, got back on the track-but 
lost half a lap he never closed. He's lucky 
he wasn't killed that day." 

Junior Johnson, the original lead-foot 
legend, says, "Cale just can't stand to be 
beat. It's this determination, plus tremen
dous physical fitness, which makes him a 
great driver. I raced against him in 1965, 
not long before I quit. Even then I saw he 
had credentials. If you're up front, he'll 
hang to your tail like a bumper sticker, 
then pass you just when you think you've 
wore him out." 

While Yarborough is pouring 12 
ounces of iced Coke down his burning 
throat in as many seconds, Junior John
son is leading a pit team that runs its own 
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kind of race. As seconds out are added to 
track time, a good pit crew can often win 
a race that a lagging driver would other
wise lose. But while the pit crews share 
the work, the driver alone takes the 
danger. 

Yarborough accepts as part of the job 
that he might be killed for glory and a 
dollar, but he insists there is certain 
comfort at 250 mph in control born with 
years of practice. "I know what I'm doing 
out there," he says. "I just hope that I do 
it right, and in time." 

Of the future, Yarborough says, "I 
don't know when I'll quit, but I think I'll 
recognize the moment when it arrives. 
Friends who've given up the sport assure 
me of that. 

"Consider Mike Donohue. He was 
going great, a young man almost impos
sible to beat in his class, but all of a 
sudden he up and quit. And then there 

was Bobby Isaac, a fine stock car man. He 
was in the middle of a race when he 
called over the radio to announce his 
retirement. He pulled into the pits and 
they gave him a replacement. Something 
was telling him to quit right there ... " 

And right at this moment, as Yar
borough spoke in his luxury suite at the 
Four Ambassdors in Miami, Fla., public 
relations man Maxmilian Wolkoff was 
telling him it was time for yet another 
television appearance. 

Yarborough was walking to the door, 
when he turned to answer a question he 
had left hanging halfway through the 
interview. "Yes," he said thoughtfully, 
"there is one time driving a car when I'm 
more scared than any other time. Going 
home from the track." 

Colin Dangaard is a free-lance writer from 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
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ecstasy . . 
1n music ... 

WXTC *FM* Stereo 97 
Charleston, S.C. 
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Jacque Moore models a bikini and matching halter cover
up, red, blue and black stars on white, by Lanz. 
The Harbour Town Yacht Basin is in the background . 

Harbour Town, on Hilton Head Island, is the 
community and recreation center of Sea Pines 
Plantation. It houses boutiques, cafe's, a light
house, marina, and one of the world's finest golf 
courses. Sea Pines Plantation has maintained much 
of the natural beauty of the land, incorporating an 
ecological balance into the designs of all residential 
and business structures. The life is casual, comfort
able and luxurious, and the fashions of Harbour 
Town reflect this ease and elegance. 
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Margaret and Walter Greer, an island 
artist, relax on the top deck of 
the yacht High Spirits. The yacht 
was designed in 1929 by John 
Trumpy, features 4 staterooms with 
private baths and a grand salon, 
and carries a crew of six with eight 
passengers plus domestic help. 
Margaret's dress is a black and 
green knit by Crissa, following 
the body closely and swinging 
freely at the hem. 
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IT TAKES TWO 
TO TANGO 
The Easiest Little 
Jacket Covering the 
Barest Little Sun Dress. 

Tango Dancers Remini
scent of a Past Era , Glide 
Across Softe st Crepe . 

An Exclusive "Twosome" from 
LADY MADONNA 
MATERNITY 
BOUTIQUES 

$ 50.00 

LA~V MA~ONNA 
~~ITT~~ 

Precise Presence . 
Clothing and Sportswear 
for the Gentleman 
who prefers a tranquil, 
elegant lifestyle ... 

ridout~ 
bostrom ltd 

1324 Main Street 
Downtown Columbia 

- or -
Dutch Square Mall 
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Barb Turner, below, enjoys the Harbour Town 
playground . Her sundress with 
spaghetti straps is by "Denise Are Here." 
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Jacque Moore, above, strolls through the gazebo at 
Harbour Town in a polyester shirt dress by Leslie 
J. Her white straw hat and Papagallo shoes 
complete the easy, traveling-light look for resort 
wear. At the right, Barb and Rick Turner brighten 
up the courts at Harbour Town's Racquet Club. 
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Barb Turner v1s1ts the Harbour Town 
shopping area . Her plaid scooter skirt and 
jacket are by Patty Woodward, and the 
yellow blouse is by Emily M. At right, 
Jacque and Barb take the pause that 
refreshes on the patio of the Calibogue 
Cafe. Their coordinated outfits are light 
blue French cotton with red bandana 
print blouses. The outfit features pants, 
skirt and jacket with blouse and halter. 

Margaret and Walter Greer are entertained in the ma 
salon of the High Spirits. Her white jersey forrr 

dress by Ole Bordan features a twisted neckline a1 
a gathered skirt falling in loose, heavy folc 
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Jacque Moore and architect Joe Hall v1s1t C. 0. 
Weinhandle's. Jacque's apricot pant suit of 
antron by Leslie J. is silky, comfortable and elegant. 
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Margaret and Walter, above, admire the sunset and 
each other from the balcony of the Quarterdeck 
Lounge, overlooking the marina. Her backless dress 
with a halter neckline is by Oscar de la Renta. 
Made of quiana, the dress is split to the knee and 
tied in front. The skirt is splattered with 
flowers in shades of sapphire, coral, lime and gold. 

Fashions by Sea Oates. La Palapa, Children's Store. Knicker's 
Red Door and the Harbour Town Racquet Club. 
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BOYS~ENTS 

THE CLOTHING STORE 
for all Boys 

featuring 

ltQQJ·Q· 
The Otoice ol Cliampions• 

... 
313 King Street 
Charleston, S.C. 
phone 722-1777 

EIGHTY-TWO 
CHURCH STREET 

Charleston, South Carolina 

For The Best-Loved Babies 
And Little Children 
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.anti-smokers on the rights of the non
smoker bandwagon display "Caution: 
Your Smoking is Hazardous to my 
Heal th." Anti-abortion and an ti
euthanasia motorists display the 
"Abortion, Euthanasia: Then Who
you?" Even the older Americans 
seem to have gotten into the bumper 
sticker act with a sticker which pro
claims that "I'm Not a Dirty Old Man, 
Just a Sexy Senior Citizen." Although 
I am sure they exist, I haven't seen a 
Woman's Lib sticker, but I have seen 
the anti-Woman's Lib "Snuggle, Don't 
Struggle" sticker. The environment 
movement has given rise to the worth
while but uncatchy "Protect Our En
vironment" sticker. A friend also 
recently told me about seeing a sticker 
which proclaimed "Indian Power" 
written in Cherokee, and I have seen 
the "Custer Had It Coming" bumper 
message displayed by those in sym
pathy with the Indian Power move
ment. 

Sports and religion-related stickers 
have also been prevalent, and we can 
see many stickers which advocate 
"Support Soccer," "Think Snow," 
"I'd Rather Be Skiing," "Tennis 
Bum," "My Serve Stinks" (though for 
the life of me I can't see why someone 
would admit that one) and "I'd Rather 
Be Sailing." Once I even saw a sticker 
which said "La Crosse-A Home Town 
Tradition," the point of which I have 
never really understood. 

At one time we saw a good many 
religious stickers, but we see fewer 
today. Especially during the "God Is 
Dead" controversy one saw the "My 
God's Not Dead: Sorry About Yours." 
But the only religious theme sticker I 
"1ave seen recently is one which asks 
that you "Honk If You Love Jesus." 
Of course, that was only asking for it, 
and it was only a matter of time 
before the irreverent responded with a 
"Honk If You Are Jesus" bumper 
message. 

And finally there are the bumper 
stickers that are simply humorous or 
clever, a play on words or have suf
ficient personal kooky appeal to con
vince a motorist that he wants to 
display it on his bumper. There are 
hundreds of these such as "Eat More 
Possum"; "Be Alert: This Country 
Needs More Lerts"; "Keep Carolina 
Clean-Eat Pigeon"; "Happiness Isn't 
Everything: It Won't Buy Money"; 
"Down With Hot Pants"; "Support 
Your Local Hooker"; "Eat More 
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Lamb: 20,000 Coyotes Can't Be 
Wrong"; "Mary Poppins Is A Junkie"; 
"Don't Laugh: Your Daughter May be 
in This Car"; "Mafia Staff Car: Keepa 
Your Hands Off"; and "This Bumper 
is Being Held Together by This Stick
er." 

And so what is the significance of it 
all? Well, there are lots of interpreta
tions one can draw from it. 

Doubtless, some people display 
stickers simply because the particular 
humor of a message appeals to them 
enough to make them want to display 
it in the hope that others will be 
similarly amused. 

Some social scientists who have 
studied the bumper sticker phenome
non contend that while Americans 
have always been in love with their 
automobiles, when they are belted and 
sealed into their cars they feel isolated. 
Thus, they have turned to bumper 
stickers to do their communicating for 
them. It is their way of reaching out to 
people, of regaining some of their lost 
sense of community with others. 

There is also a school of explana
tion which believes that the bumper 
sticker has much more significance 
than just being an attention-getting 
device. They contend that many 
people-consciously or subconscious
ly-are deeply disturbed by the non
involvement of people today who, like 
Bartleby, take the "I would rather 
not" approach to life. Thus their 
sticker message becomes a mobile 
testimonial which states that they are 
participating, and the unasked ques
tion is "Why aren't you?" 

Some believe that many people 
display stickers in order to let others 
know about feelings or things which 
matter to them, while another school 
contends that the primary purpose of 
a bumper sticker (especially those with 
controversial messages) is to "bug the 
guy in back of you." 

I don't know what the significance 
of bumper stickers is. Perhaps there is 
none, or perhaps it is a bit of all of the 
above. But I am still fascinated by 
them as the modern day descendants 
of graffiti and can't help but agree 
with their purpose of mobile com
munication and mobile amusement. 

If any Sand/apper readers have a 
favorite bumper sticker they would 
care to share with us (with or without 
some thoughts on why they display a 
bumper message), we would like to 
hear from you. -Buck Miller. 

2-4 
MCCORMICK-1974 Landmark Confer· 

ence, Tour of Abbeville and McCormick 
Counties' Historic Sites. 

3-5 
WAGENER-Wagons to Wagener Festival. 
JAMESTOWN-Hell Hole Swamp Festival. 

4-5 
SANTEE-Wings and Wheels Museum

Annual Antique Aircraft Association 
Fly-In. 

5 
CHARLESTON TO JAMESTOWN-Great 

Hell Hole Swamp Bicycle Race. 
CHARLESTON-Middleton Place Gardens 

and Plantation Stableyards-Greek 
Spring Festival. 

10-12 
ORANGEBURG-South Carolina Festival of 

Roses. 
12 

MYRTLE BEACH-Myrtle Beach Conven
tion Center-All Breed AKC Sanctioned 
B Match-Mock Obedience Trials. 

15-June30 
GEORGETOWN-The Rice Museum-Indian 

Basketry Exhibit. 
15-Septem ber 15 

CHARLESTON, BERKELEY, DOR· 
CHESTER COUNTIES-Eighth Annual 
Charleston Trident Fishing Tournament. 

17-19 
ST. MATTHEWS-Second Annual Calhoun 

County Purple Martin Festival. 
MT. PLEASANT-Charleston Tennis 

Club-Fourth Annual Charleston Invita
tional Tennis Tournament. 

18 
GEORGETOWN-The Rice Museum-Rice 

Museum Natal Day. 
19 

CHARLESTON-Naval Base-Armed Forces 
Day. 

CHARLESTON-Charles Towne Landing
Armed Forces Day. 

19-25 
SUMTER-Sumter Iris Festival. 

20-26 
CH AR LESTON-Shopping Centers and 

Downtown-Founders' Festival, Greek 
Emphasis. 

21 
CHARLESTON-Mills Hyatt House Hotel

Les Amis du Vin Gourmet Dinner with 
Wines. 

25-June 23 
CHARLESTON-Citadel Museum-"Meteor

ological Optics," Exhibit From 
Smithsonian Institution, 2-5 p.m. 

29 
GREENVILLE-Bob Jones University, 

Founder's Memorial Amphitorium
Convocation Day. 

horse shows 

MAY 
4-5 

GEORGETOWN-10th Annual Georgetown 
Horse Show. 
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lo far, only three cities in the world 
\ have been bombed by nuclear weap
) ons. On Aug. 6, 1945, Hiroshima, a 
1panese industrial center, suffered an 
,timated 200,000 casualties when a lone 
. S. Air Force B-29 dropped an atomic 
)mb with an explosive equivalent of 
),000 tons of TNT. Three days later, 
agasaki experienced 75,000 casualties as 
1e bombardier missed his mark by nearly 
vo miles. On March 11, 1958, Florence, 

C., the heart of the Great Pee Dee 
gion, became the third city in the world 
1 have a nuclear weapon fall on it. To be 
ore accurate, the bomb fell on Mars 
uff, a small community some seven 
iles east of Florence. And to be more 
ecise, the bomb fell on the property of 
alter Gregg Sr. 
There were several features that dis-

1guished the first two incidents from 
e last. Most importantly, there were no 
Jman fatalities from the bomb-drop 
iar Florence. Secondly, the first two 
Jclear bombs had been dropped 
iliberately. The bombing of Mars Bluff, 
1 the other hand, was quite accidental. 
nee Mars Bluff had been at peace with 
e United States since 1865, there was 
) need to deliberately drop a bomb 
ere. 
How did it happen? According to the 

ilitary spokesmen, it was all a big 
istake . A Strategic Air Command B-47, 
1 a training mission from its home base 
:ar Savannah, Ga., to England, lost "a 
g" (slang for an H-bomb). 
After taking off from Hunter Air 

xce Base to participate in some war 
.mes labeled "Operation Snowflurry ," 
I went well until the City of Savannah, 

the B-47 was known, began a climb 
Dm 15,000 feet to join in a formation 
ith other B-47s at 35,000 feet. Sud
:nly the co-pilot, Capt. Charles S. Wood
ff, noticed warning lights flashing. 
1pt. Bruce M. Kulka, the navigator of 
e three-man crew, was told to check the 
g in the bomb bay. Meanwhile Capt. 
1rl Koehler, the pilot, alerted his home 
1se of "unknown difficulty with the 
>mb release system." 
As the B-47 passed just south of 

orence, the crew realized from the 
Dlent shaking of the plane that the 
imb bay was open. Following standard 
nergency operating procedures, Capt. 
Dehler radioed the Federal Aviation 
gency flight control unit at Florence 
at he "was having difficulty of an 
1determined nature." 
At the same time the navigator dis

,vered the difficulty of an undetermined 
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HIROSHIMA, NAGASAKI 
nature. The recalcitrant pin, a device that 
helped hold the pig in place, was inop
erative. An attempt to correct the mal
function proved futile - the pig departed 
from the City of Savannah. 

The bomb landed in the Gregg yard at 
Mars Bluff at 4:30 p.m. Near the Gregg 
house, the three Gregg children, recently 
home from school, played with their 
9-year-old cousin. The normalcy of their 
day was broken by the shrill piercing 
scream of an "unarmed" nuclear bomb 
falling from 15,000 feet. 

Seconds before the explosion Walter 
Gregg Jr. shouted to his father, who was 
off for the day from his railroad job. 
Quickly scanning the sky, Walter Gregg 
Sr. thought he saw a light airplane. 

Then the explosion. 
A crater estimated to be 35 feet deep 

was created by the TNT in the unarmed 
weapon. The shock left the Gregg home a 
cracked shell. A nearby church was 
damaged, and several homes suffered 
minor damages. Miraculously the children 
received only minor injuries. Only the 
Gregg cousin remained in the hospital 

and 
MARS BLUFF 

By G .. Wayne King 

overnight; 31 stitches were required for a 
cut on her forehead. Ice cream from a 
kindly Air Force colonel made it seem 
less serious. 

The crew of the City of Savannah, 
decided not to continue their war games 
and returned to Hunter AFB. There they 
were de-briefed all through the night and 
the next day . 

Everybody in the Air Force from Gen. 
Thomas S. Power, SAC commander, to 
the crew of the City of Savannah, apolo
gized. Gen. Charles B. Dougher, com
mander at Hunter AFB, even came to 
Florence to apologize at a press con
ference . 

The people of the Florence area were 
understanding. The mayor of Florence 
accepted Air Force apologies with the 
remark that while the "citizens of 
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These 1958 photos show damage to 
exterior and interior of the Gregg 
house. Below, the crater can be seen in 
the clearing to the right of the photo. 
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Florence have naturally been upset ... at 
the same time, we all realize we live in 
perilous times." 

Naturally enough, the Gregg family 
felt a little differently. After all, the 
family came perilously close to being 
"snuffed out." Possibly they were more 
grateful for the muddy ground than the 
apologies or promises of the Air Force: 
The wet earth lessened the severity of the 
bomb's impact. 

The commander of the clean-up crew 
which arrived after the blast promised not 
to leave until the crater had been filled 
and the area policed up. Today, hidden in 
the foliage of 15 years growth, the crater 
remains. 

Within a week of the blast, Col. 
William Byers arrived to act as the 
damage claims officer. Newspaper head
lines announced that: "Bomber Claims 
Will Be Paid Off Quickly." Rep. John L. 
McMillan, the local congressman, intro
duced a bill to exempt the Gregg family 
from the federal law restricting claims to 
$1,000. 

On the Sunday following the blast, a 
local newspaper headline proclaimed: 
"Bomb Now Mostly Memory." A re
porter's trip to Mars Bluff found that 
except for a few scratches and temporary 
irritation over broken windows, the rural 
farm community was back to normal. 

Many local persons indicated a desire 
to believe the headline. One way they 
convinced themselves was by minimizing 
the incident. For instance, Walter Gregg's 
brother, a dairyman, bragged that he had 
not broken the routine of milking his 

cows. He did admit reluctantly that an 
overflying airplane had caused him to 
flinch; but tending to downplay th is, he 
remarked with a smile, "Just a reaction 
from the excitement." 

Not only did most local persons accept 
the apologies of the military, they also 
defended the Air Force training flights. A 
general merchandise store near the blast 
seemed to be the focal point of public 
opinion. Sitting around an ice cream box 
in the store were several self-appointed 
spokesmen for the community. "It goes 
with the defense of the country," they 
agreed. "The people out here took it 
fine" also seemed to be included in the 
consensus at the store. 

Other comments in the community 
reflected the accuracy of this sentiment. 
One man, while admitting that the blast 
"did frighten a lot of folks at the time," 
illustrated the depth of this fear by 
facetiously remarking that it had caused 
his wife to salt everything too much at 
breakfast the morning after the blast. 

At a home that had received minor 
damage in the way of broken china and 
ceiling plaster, the owner assured a re
porter that the Air Force was examining 
all damage and confidently predicted, 
"They will make it good." 

The Gregg family, most seriously hurt 
by the incident, reflected the same gener
ous attitude toward the Air Force. Walter 
Gregg remarked that, "It's more valuable 
for the bombers to have those nuclear 
weapons up there than not to." His 
brother complemented his feelings: "It 
wouldn't be fair to say they can fly over 
Mr. Jones' place but not mine. They've 
got to fly somewhere." 

The only tone of criticism crept into 
the remarks of the grandmother of one of 
the injured children. Having seen her 
grandchild mud-spattered, blood running 
through fingers held over her face, she 
bitterly avowed that she knew how "war
torn children" looked. 

Yet even the grandmother admitted 
"how important our Air Force is. If they 
have to keep those planes in the air 24 
hours out of 24, they have to." Denied a 
specific villain, she despairingly con
cluded: "The world's what is wrong-with 
all this war." 

The Gregg family, however, soon came 
to realize that scratches were easier to 
heal than psychological scars. And if the 
accidental bombing had already become a 
memory to most of the community, it 
was soon to become a nightmare for 
them. First the Air Force authorities 
would not allow them to return to 
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investigate their damaged home. Because 
of this, they were forced to estimate their 
loss. Other hitches developed, and finally 
the Gregg family had to resort to the 
courts for restitution. Over two years 
later, with Mrs. Gregg in a state of near 
collapse, the Greggs accepted a $54,000 
settlement awarded by the court. This 
amount was far short of the $300,000 
asked for by their attorney, who termed 
it "pathetically inadequate." Alternately 
harassed and ignored by the Air Force for 
over two years , the Greggs accepted the 
award, but not without bitterness. 

Years later, the acrimony remained . 
Saying that he hoped that the world had 
forgotten the incident, Walter Gregg not 
only refused a reporter an interview but 
also would not allow his family to be 
photographed. No camera was necessary 
to reveal the psychological scars. ''That 
bomb came within 50 yards of wiping out 
my whole family." The sudden eruption 
of this statement strongly contrasted with 
the attitude of years before . "The news
papers and magazines have been wrong in 
some of their reports about the money 
we were supposed to have gotten out of 
this from the government for our destroy
ed home and other property and our 
injuries ." Clearly the succeeding years 

Author and friend examine the water-filled crater as it looks today. 

had taken their toll. 
Self-discipline contained Gregg's bit

terness . Trenchantly he concluded this 
black episode with, "We've had enough of 
it ... had enough of it a long time ago ." 

Walter Gregg could wait, but the 
United States government knew that the 
world could not. Within hours of the 
accident, newsmen from over the world 
began to converge on the nuclear crater . 
Their reports intensified the fears of 
people living in a world balanced by 

nuclear terror. In Great Britain there had 
already been mounting protests against 
American and Royal Air Force jets flying 
over the country daily carrying unarmed 
hydrogen and atomic bombs. Apparently 
many people in Great Britain were more 
jittery than those in Mars Bluff. News
papers in Great Britain carried headlines 
on the Mars Bluff accident. Provoked by 
the fresh anxiety created by this incident 
in the United States, some members of 
Parliament demanded the use of dummy 
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Youth from the Columbia area have decided to contribute to 
their community in a constructive way by undertaking a special 
project for the Heart Fund . 

What? 
The 1st Annual Pete Propst Memorial Heart Fund. Miniature 

Air Show. 

When? 
May 5 from 1 :30 p.m. until 3 p.m. 

Where? 
Irmo High School Football Stadium. 

Who? 
The General Public is encouraged to buy tickets at any 

Richland or Lexington County Bank or Savings & Loan office or 
Hobbicraft Center in Intersection Center. 

Adults $1 donation 
Students .50 donation 

Proceeds go to the Heart Fund. 

Join Woody Windham (MC) and The Columbia Condors for an 
afternoon of fun! 
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bombs on future flights. 
The news from Mars Bluff also seemed 

to upset the Soviet government. Radio 
Moscow speculated that such an accident 
might make some American official order 
a nuclear attack on the Soviet Union. 

Unreassured by U.S. Air Force state
ments that there was no possibility of a 
nuclear explosion from such accidents, 
Radio Moscow conjured a Strangelovian 
scenario : a Mars Bluff-type accident 
could cause a nuclear explosion, and 
before the identity of the aircraft could 
be discovered, "some irresponsible senior 
official in the Department of Defense can 
give orders for an atomic counterblow ." 

While not particularly concerned with 
the fears of Moscow, the Department of 
Defense knew that it had to act rapidly 
to allay the public of many legitimate 
fears. One of the more pressing fears was 
that of radiation. An over-eager public 
information officer at SAC headquarters 
in Omaha, Neb., calmly explained that 
there was no danger because "possible 
contamination of a small area of the high 
explosion charge completely destroys the 
weapon ." It did not at Mars Bluff, but a 
team of Air Force radiation specialists 
who checked the area on the night of the 
blast declared it free of any radioactivity. 

Another fear that the Pentagon had to 
assuage was the possibility of another 
such accident. In this endeavor they 
found support from at least one South 
Carolina congressman. Rep. John J. Riley 
of the 2nd District said the bomb
dropping was "something that wouldn't 
happen again in a million flights." Per
haps he was unaware that the military 
was still searching for an atomic bomb 
jettisoned from a B-47 some 15 miles out 
at sea from Savannah the previous month. 

Certainly he nor anyone else could 
have predicted that the Air Force would 
lose four nuclear bombs in Spain in 1966. 
Yet to Congressman Robert Hemphill, 
the Mars Bluff accident demonstrated the 
"fact that a nuclear weapon can drop in 
an area without any resulting fatalities 
shows that all fear is baseless. The South 
Carolina incident proves to us that these 
warheads can be carried without certain 
danger." 

Despite this optimism, the government 
knew that the danger of a nuclear ex
plosion in case of an accident was another 
major fear that had to be removed. An 
expert in the Pentagon assured the public 
that the chances of a nuclear explosion of 
an "unarmed atomic bomb were better 
than two billion to one." As if those odds 

were not good enough, the Atomic 
Energy Commission issued an abstruse 
report that stated, "The explosion of an 
H-bomb requires the prior detonation of 
a fission bomb which is used as a trigger. 
So, any means designed to prevent the 
accidental explosion of a fission weapon 
would automatically prevent the detona
tion of an H-bomb." If obfuscation is 
reassuring, the public had no further 
reason to fear. 

Finally, Pentagon officials emphasized 
that the accidental jettisoning of the 
bomb near Florence was the result of 
"mechanical, not human malfunction." 
How many persons felt relieved by that 
statement is not known. 

As far as is known (the Air Force has 
not made public its official investigation), 
nobody benefited from the Mars Bluff 
accident, but perhaps one person genuine
ly could have: Winston Churchill once 
observed that there was nothing so ex
hilarating as to be shot at without result; 
one can only speculate about the ecstasy 
he would have felt if he could have been 
playing in the yard of Walter Gregg at 
Mars Bluff on March 11, 1958. 

G. Wayne King is associate professor of 
history at Francis Marion College. 

Don't let their reading skills lapse 
just because it's summer. 
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Your local library is probably offering a summer reading program. 
These books are probably on their lists. If you have children ages 
8-14 , you'll be delighted with these selections. 

The Mystery of the Pirate's Treasure, by Idella Bodie, illustrations 
by Louise Yancey . A fast moving suspense story about three 
children seeking a real pirate's treasure in Charleston. 

The Secret of Telfair Inn, by Idella Bodie , illustrations by Louise 
Yancey. Secret passageways and strange noises-surely the mystery 
of the Aiken inn could be solved. 

The Whang Doodle, edited by Jean Cothran, illustrated by Nance 
Studio. Folk tales of the Carolinas, from Indians to mountain men. 

Available at better bookstores everywhere, or order from: 

Sandlapper Press, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 1668 

Columbia, S. C. 29202 
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Experience "The Story of Energy" 
Tour through time as you rediscover man's 

methods of harnessing nature's power. 
Unforgettable sights and sounds surround 

you as you stroll from the dawn of man into 
the 21st Century. An entertaining and 

educational experience for the whole family. 
Programs for school groups are tailored to 

individual grade levels. "The Story of Energy" 
is presented at the Keowee-Toxaway Visitors 

Center, which is open free daily-Monday thru 
Saturday, 9-5; Sunday, Noon-6. Located on the 
shore of beautiful Lake Keowee at SC 130 and 

SC 183, overlooking Oconee Nuclear Station. 
Wooded picnic area adjacent. For large 

groups, write to Group Tours, Keowee-Toxaway 
Visitors Center, Box 308, Clemson, S.C. 29631. 

Duke Power 

KEOWEE-TOXAWAY 
VISITORS CENTER o 

Lake k' Dn\lJDD / ~ 

Hartwell 
Reservoir 

Your friendly, neighborhood power company 



Children's 
Crafts 

T
he fishing is good now. If you 
have been lucky, you can easily 
record the size and species of 

your catch without going to a 
taxidermist. Gyotaku fish printing 
was developed about 100 years ago 
in Japan and is still used there for 
this purpose. 

A framed gyotaku fish print 
makes a beautiful gift for a proud 
fisherman; and the nice part about 
it is that after the print is made the 
fish may be washed off, cleaned, 
cooked and eaten. 

Don't clean the fish first. Scaly 
ones make the most interesting 
designs, and the insides have to be 
left in for "body." 

Japanese fishermen use sumi ink 
sticks made from carbon of burnt 
pine or from lampblack mixed with 
a binding agent. The ink stick is 
then ground on a special stone from 
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certain provinces of Japan and 
mixed with water until the desired 
shade of black is obtained. Fresh 
ink has to be ground before any 
painting ( or writing, for that mat
ter) is begun. Fortunately for us, 
India drawing ink works just as well 
for our purpose. 

Rice paper is absorbent enough 
to show off the design of the fish 
and is readily available at craft 
stores. Newsprint is also good, 
especially for practice, though it 
turns yellow and brittle in a short 
while. 

Ink, paper and a brush are all the 
tools necessary for a gyotaku print. 
Plenty of old newspapers and paper 
towels make cleaning up easier, and 
running water should be nearby. 

1. Rinse your fish under cold 
water and pat it dry with paper 
towels. 

2. Place fish on several layers of 
old newspaper. If possible, try to 
arrange the fins so they will stick 
out. 

3. Pour some drawing ink direct
ly from the bottle into a paper cup 
or bowl large enough to accept 
your brush. 

4. Paint the fish entirely with 
ink, except for a large space around 
the eyes. (You will draw the eyes in 

later with brush or felt pen.) 
5. Cover the fish with print

paper, holding it steady, and pat 
around and over the fish with your 
hands until the outline shows 
through the paper. You may want 
to practice with newsprint first to 
see the effect of different amounts 
of ink. For each new print rinse and 
dry the fish off and put it on fresh 
newspaper or turn it over to its 
clean side. 

6. Add an eye of the right size 
with an appropriate expression with 
felt pen or brush and ink. 

India ink is permanent and will 
not wash out. It can be disastrous 
for brushes, clothing and the sur
rounding area. Wear a work smock 
and protect all surfaces within your 
range with old newspapers. A good 
paint brush is an investment to be 
protected, so wash it off the instant 
you are through with your gyotaku 
with soap and running water. 

If your print seems to need 
livening up, add a Japanese-looking 
"chop-mark" in colors you like. 

Remember-THE CRAFTER'S 
CREED: Don't litter, indoors or 
out. 

Nancy Chirich is a free-lance writer 
from Charleston. 
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interesting, 

unusual itcn1s 

and services 

= = = = .c AN TI OU ES = = = = = 
NOTTINGHAM ANTIQUES. 166 A labama St . 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302 . Dealer to the dis
criminating. 18th and 19th century furniture 
Decorative accessories. 

>C><,c_--..-=-- ANTIQUES & GIFTS " ''"~ ...-,. 
WILLIAM KEY INTERIORS. Offering an ex
citing collection of gifts, accessories and furni 
ture. Antique, Trad itional and Contemporary. 
For office and home. Displayed in a gracious 
town house setting. 909 East Washington 
Street, Greenville, South Carolina. 233-4469 or 
233-4479 . 

= ===ANTIQUE PRINTS ,. =--=- = 
INTRODUCING OUR 1974 catalog of antique 
prints and maps. Catesby, Edwards, Gould ... 
Many state and regional maps. Two dollars. 
Musgrove Mill, 393 East St. John St., Spartan
burg, S. C. 29302. 

=== ART RESTORATION === 

YOUR TREASURED PORTRAITS, paintings 
faithfully cleaned, relined, restored. Mrs. B. W. 
Moorman, 1342 Heatherwood Road, Columbia, 
South Carolina, 29205. 782-5941 . 

C >< ,C.>C:><~""><...:-: BOOKS . -. ,-,...;:::,.,c.,c:,. 

HAMPTON BOOKS (founded N .Y., 1946). Old 
and rare history, cinema-TV, aerospace, South 

Carolina-and general. Prints, posters, maps. Rt. 
1, Box 76, Newberry, S. C. 29108. Ph. 
276-6870 (US Hwy . 176, 2 mi . N . of S.C. 34) . 

CHILDREN'S BOOKS. Large selection of 
quality children's books. All titles at least 50 
percent off publishers price. Write for free list. 
M.T.S. Distributors, 807 Front Street, George
town, S. C. 29440. 

>C)(>C)( = .c CO A TS OF AR MS ::x ,c:><>C)(>C)( 

HAND PAINTED, RESEARCHED heraldic de
signs- crewel and needlepo int arms-kneeling 
bench . Heritage Arts, Bo x 468, Edgefield, S.C. 
29824. 

>C><>C)(>C>< METAL DETECTOR >C><>C><>C:>< 

WHITE'S METAL DETECTORS. Mineral and 
metal locators in stock . Columbia Gun Ex
change, 6306 Devine Street. 776-4563. 

<>< = = ..:: N E E D L E WO R K ::. ><-::>< = = 
AUTHENTIC NEEDLEPOINT college emblems 
painted on canvas, yarn included. Special : coats 
of arms painted on canvas, yarn included (allow 
two weeks for delivery). Also, we will do your 
research. Graphs, canvas and yarn for S. C. 
palmetto tree and medical caduceuses. Nation
ally advertised Icelandic Kits for ponchos and 
ski sweaters. Imported yarns, materials, crewel 
and needlepoint. Assorted pocketbook kits. 
Folline's Knit and Bridge Studio (next to the 
A&P) , 2926 Devine Street, Columbia, S. C. 
29205. Phone ?53-9748. 

<>< = = R E SO RT P ROPE R TY = = = 
RESORT INVESTMENT, sales, rentals. Garden 
City and Murrells Inlet. Large selection of 
ocean front and water-oriented properties. 
Dunes Realty, Inc., Atlantic Avenue, Garden 
City, South Carolina, 29576. 803-236-2755. 

"MAKE A GOOD 
IMPRESSION" 

No matte r wh at you r need 
in visual pre sen ta t io ns; 

be it logo-letterhead design, 
adverti sing design , brochures, 
illustratio ns or pho tography 
we can handle it. 
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Ca ll 803 - 796 - 8465 

The Only Book 
About the Kennedys 

Written by a 
Kennedy .. . 

Just R eleased 
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TIMES TO REMEMBER 
ROSE KENNEDY 

Rose Kennedy 's own story of the 
Fitzgeralds and the Kennedys, her 
busy and full life, and of the many 
people she has known . This is a rich 
book covering the events of over 
eight decades, making use of thou
sands of family letters which add a 
marvelous authenticity. Included are 
over fifty pages of family pictures, 
almost none of which has ever ap
peared in pr int. It is an unusual 
memoir because the children-Ted, 
Eunice Shriver, Pat Lawford, Jean 
Smith-have all contributed their 
versions of various stories. The result 
is a full and varied book-candid and 
beautifully written. 

Rose Kennedy is the daughter of a 
prominent Boston politician, wife of 
a diplomat, mother of one President 
and two Presidential hopefuls. 

$12 .50; 6 1 /8x9%; 64 pages of b&w 

photos. $12.50 ea. 

Add .50 postage and handling. S. C. 
residents add 4 percent sales tax. 
Send all orders to : 

Palmetto 
0Square 
1,,0 Main St. Columbia S.C. 2920! 

OFACE, SCHOOL 
SU>PLES. BOOKS, STATIONERY, PENS, ENGRNN,., 

GFTS ' f'RllfTS. 
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VISIT HISTORIC 

FORT 
SUMTER 

NATIONAL MONUMENT 
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA ---~ 4"'""':1 - - , ,.,,.., , • ,~.- I 

- -· --.: -- - - ...... -
I 

A colorful boat trip is your introduction 
to this famous fort where the Civil War 
began . A guided tour is conducted by 
National Park Historians. Only tour boat 
to Ft. Sumter. Leaves Municipal Marina 
several times daily. 

Fort Sumter Tours 

P.O. Box 59 
Charleston, South Carolina 

MILEAGE MINDER 
Enables you to easily and accurately 
compute your car's miles-per-gallon 
without the bother of keeping a pencil 
and paper handy. MILEAGE MINDER is 
a time and patience saver that assists you 
in monitoring your car's performance. 

EASILY COMPUTE: 
Number of miles driven 
Miles-per-gallon 
If your car ,s operating eff1c1ently 
Drop off m car performance 
Fuel required for trips 
Effectiveness of fuel saving devices 
Optimum dnvlng speed 
Miles left to drive on remam,ng fuel 

May be clipped to your car 's visor 

$5.95 ea. 
Post. & Tax 
Included 

4 "" by a·· 1ong 

McFarland's 
p.o.box 11705 · Columbia, S.C. 29211 

personally ... 

A dynamic and creative monthly periodical 
reflecting the best that South Carolina and its 
people have been, are now, and will be! 

Of all our staff members, Kay Little, our 
circulation manager, is probably the one with 
whom you readers have the most contact. Mrs. 
Little processes all of our subscription and 
book orders and solves whatever circulation 
problems arise . 

Mrs. Little holds the distinction of being our senior staff member- in two 
senses: She has served on the Sandlapper staff longer than anyone else, and 
she is our oldest member. Also unlike the other staff members, Mrs. Little 
came to South Carolina only after many years of residence in other parts of 
the country. She was born in Bennett, Iowa (pop. 350) and graduated from 
the University of Iowa. She worked for a while with the Federal Land Bank 
of Omaha and then worked for the YWCA in St. Paul, Minn. She served a 
two-year enlistment in the Army, working as a secretary and conference 
reporter with the Joint Chiefs of Staff in Washington. After her hitch was up, 
she remained in Washington to continue her career with the Joint Research 
and Development Board. She moved to South Carolina in 1966 and began a 
whole new career with Sandlapper in September 1968. 

Since Sandlapper's circulation files did not become computerized until 
December 1972, Mrs. Little feels as if she knows most of the subscribers 
personally; and despite the usefulness of the computer, she still deals 
personally with every problem a reader writes or calls her about. 

"We do have a major problem now," she says, "because we're having 
difficulty with mail delivery. Sometimes we just don't get letters that people 
send. So please tell everybody- if they've written and not heard back, they 
ought to write again. I answer promptly everything that comes in, but I worry 
about letters getting lost in the mail." 

She also wants to explain a little about the renewal notices the subscribers 
receive . "I know people get irritated if they receive a second renewal notice 
when they've already taken care of the first. But since it's all on the 
computer, if we don't receive word before the middle of the month, the next 
notice goes out automatically. Of course, we process every order that comes 
in- but we can't stop the computer. 

"Another thing I'd like to tell the subscribers: If you'll refer to your 
account number in all of our correspondence, things can be processed and 
taken care of a lot faster. That's the first row of numbers on the top left side 
of the label. It sure does speed things up." 

Mrs. Little has seen Sandlapper go through many growing pains during her 
years here . "I think we have a much wider appeal now; we've changed to 
meet changing needs and interests. And Sandlapper is, you know, a beautiful 
magazine . I enjoy, too, having the combination of contemporary and 
historical material in each issue." 

But one thing that has stayed the same, Mrs. Little points out, is "1 'm still 
my own secretary, and occasionally typos do go out; just ask everybody to 
overlook those, please." 

In her spare time, Mrs. Little enjoys boating, playing the organ, reading 
and entertaining friends. She and her husband Marvin have almost a constant 
open house, especially during the summer, at their home near Ballentine on 
Lake Murray. 

I've enjoyed our correspondence th is month, and I look forward to hearing 
from each of you soon. I would like to repeat Mrs. Little's word of caution 
about the mail, though: if you have written and not heard back from us, 
please write again. We like to keep in touch with all of you . 

~~~-~ 
Kay N. Langley, Publisher 
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What you borrow isn't 
half as important as how. 

Consider, for example, the company 
that requested $1 V2 million to buy 
what would be their third and largest 
facility. What they requested was 
turned down by several banks up 
North. What they requested was 
turned down by us. But we went 
further. We suggested how they could 
restructure the financing and still 
accomplish their objectives. They did, 
and we loaned them the $1 million 
they needed to make their plan work. 

On any loan need, look to 
Wachovia. Not just for funds, but for 
flexibility. You'll find that we are more 
aggressive and innovative in lending. 
We'll take a deeper look at your 
proposition, and structure financing 
that matches your objectives, and 
your needs. 

Consider, for example, a growing 
manufacturer. He went to his usual 
bank for credit to expand. That bank 
offered a cut, dry, usual loan. Which 
was unrealistic because it didn't fit 
his cash flow. We prepared a five
year forecast which helped him better 
see his financial needs. Then we set 
him up with a loan package that fit his 
situation, and built in provisions to 

increase the amount to match his 
future growth. 

Give us a call. Amount doesn't 
matter; the same professionals 
analyze a $300,000 need as a 
$3 million deal. Because we want 
both. And complexity doesn 't matter. 
Working out the how of it is what sets 
your Wachovia Banker apart. 

Consider, for example, the area 
company that wanted $4 million for 
a new plant. Any bank would have 
given it gladly. We gave it better; with 
a 15 year term loan that best suited 
their expansion program. 

We will be glad to get into 
what-and-how with you on our next 
visit. Should a credit need or a 
broader financial problem arise in 
the meantime, call on us. By policy, 
procedure, and proximity, we'll give 
you fast, flexible answers to any 
financing problem. It's a prime 
reason we're the right bank in the 
Southeast for your company. 

Corporate Banking 
Department, Wachovia 
Bank & Trust, 
Charlotte, N. C. 

Wachovia. 

Member FD IC 

The right bank in the 
Southeast. 
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n E cE~ ·~t;ff!akes Canadian Club and V.O. good, 
Jl."~~L ·~_; 1s what makes O.EC. better. 

MAY 14 2003 
If you drink C.C. or VO., you're 

dljnkm~.a g9q_d Cq,nadian whisky. 
S. li- lf~~rln\f 0~F.C., you're 

drinking a better Canadian whisky. 
Two years better. 
You see, every drop of our 

O.F.C. Prime Canadian Whisky 

is aged a full eight years. (That's 
the prime aging period for a 
Canadian whisky.) 

C.C. and VO. are aged six 
years. Check their labels. 

But two years isn't just a 
difference you can read on a label. 

Canadian Whisky, Bottled in Canada, 86.8 proof, Schenley Di stillers Co., NYC o 1974 

It's a difference you can taste 
in a glass. So why settle for your 
fine Canadian when you can have 
ourfiner Canadian? 

@aIFoCCo 
It's two years better. 

AGED 8 YEARS 




